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Abstrat
The Internet is urrently an IP datagram network, whih uses the Transmission
Control Protool (TCP) for guaranteed data delivery. In addition to providing a
reliable data transport layer, TCP aids the stability of a large sale internetwork
through ongestion detetion and avoidane algorithms.
Sine TCP's ineption in 1981, both the Internet, and the appliations whih use
it, have evolved. The result is a broad spetrum of data traÆ, being transported by
protools whih were developed twenty, or more, years previously. Inreasingly, the
traÆ being arried over the Internet is part of an interative lient/server session,
established between hosts on widely separated networks. The number of router
hops between suh hosts means that an aggressive transport protool for appliation
data may attempt to send data, whih exeeds the bottlenek apaity of a given
network path. The result is paket loss whih, for a guaranteed protool, implies
retransmission of data. Reent researh has shown that urrent implementations of
TCP, based on the original TCP algorithms, are inappropriate for the transportation
of modern Internet traÆ.
This thesis is onerned with the design, modelling, simulation, and study, of
an experimental transport protool. We aim to address the issues faed by urrent
TCP implementations when transporting short, bursty, variable bit-rate, or bulk
data in ongested environments. In doing so, alternative methods of onnetion
initialisation, ow ontrol and ongestion avoidane are implemented and simulated.
Through simulation with bulk, variable bit-rate and live HTTP trae data, we
show how our experimental protool is able to deliver data with suessful through-
put omparable with urrently implementations of TCP. Due to its modied startup
and ongestion avoidane algorithms, however, it does so with signiantly redued
paket loss and overall paket transmissions.
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Chapter 1
Introdution and Bakground
The issue of transport protool design has beome an important fator in the future
of the Internet with the proliferation of multimedia and interative appliations. The
majority of Internet appliations are lient/server in nature and therefore require
ommuniation between two, potentially widespread, network hosts.
The number of hosts onneted to the Internet has grown at an unpreedented
rate, and its penetration into all orners of the globe has brought a wide variety
of network quality and apaity. In developed nations, rapid expansion has taken
plae both for domesti and business users who, at the time of writing, generally
onnet at between 28.8kb/s and 128kb/s. Larger businesses with leased lines to
their Internet Servie Provider (ISP), may work with T1 (1.55Mb/s) onnetions and
higher. Government or eduational institutions generally have even higher apaity
links up to T3 (45Mb/s).
When a onnetion is initialised between two hosts, little is known about the
physial network's apaity or reliability. Even though both hosts may be loated
on high-apaity loal area networks, with high performane onnetions to the
Internet, the all may be routed via highly ongested or unstable portions of the
publi network. This implies that the bottlenek for this onnetion is unknown,
unpreditable and not under the ontrol of loal administration. It is therefore
unwise for an appliation to request or send data at a pre-determined rate.
1
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1.1 The Transmission Control Protool
The Internet is urrently an IP-based network whih runs TCP [41℄ (Transmission
Control Protool) or UDP [40℄ (User Datagram Protool) at the transport layer.
For guaranteed data servies, TCP is the reommended protool as it provides win-
dowed ow ontrol and retransmission of lost/orrupt data. Furthermore, a TCP
stream will modify its transmission rate aording to urrent network ongestion.
Conversely, UDP does not provide any ow ontrol or ongestion avoidane faili-
ties, and is dened as an "unreliable" transport layer. UDP has been the soure of
muh ontention over reent years due to multimedia network appliations suh as
voie and video streaming, ooding the Internet with unresponsive protool streams.
Appliations whih use UDP may not inorporate TCP Friendly [44℄ ongestion
avoidane mehanisms, thus aeting the quality of servie available to ompeting
data streams.
TCP initialises a onnetion with an algorithm known as slow start. The rate at
whih TCP transmits traÆ into a network is governed by the size of its ongestion
window (wnd), whih is normally an integer value, representing the number of
segments urrently allowed to be in transit on a given onnetion. By initialising this
value to 1, and inrementing it eah time an aknowledgement (ACK) is reeived
from the destination node, TCP an ahieve a self-loked method of bandwidth
disovery. In pratie, inrements to the ongestion window follow an exponential
urve and ontinue until either data is lost, or a pre-determined limit is reahed.
This limit is known as the slow start threshold (ssthresh) and is set to 65535 bytes
or the reeiving host's advertised window size.
The ssthresh mehanism prevents the sender from overowing network buers
during slow start. In pratie, however, this threshold ould be higher than the
bottlenek apaity of the intervening network. One the ongestion window value
reahes that of ssthresh, TCP enters its ongestion avoidane phase. This involves
inrementing the wnd with every ACK that is reeived, therefore a linear proess.
Ation is only taken if data is lost or three ACK's with the same sequene number
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are reeived. This implies that the destination node is reeiving out of order pakets,
or that data has been lost. In this situation, TCP dereases its ongestion window
by 50% and re-enters ongestion avoidane. If a timeout should our, i.e. the time
taken for the destination host to reply with an ACK paket exeeds a given limit,
then the ongestion window is set to 1 and TCP re-enters slow start.
Conversely, UDP does not support suh ow ontrol or error handling. It falls
to the appliation developer to provide these features in a ustom transport layer,
should the be required. The onern is that if suh software is badly implemented,
it may be unfair towards TCP Friendly onnetions whih share the same network
links.
1.1.1 A History of TCP
1.1.1.1 1988
Jaobson and Karels' paper [21℄ on TCP ongestion avoidane 4.3BSD Tahoe was
released, whih utilises:
 Slow Start
 Congestion Avoidane
 Fast Retransmit
The Slow Start and Congestion Avoidane algorithms were doumented in [21℄,
whereas Fast Retransmission failities were not ratied until 1997 in RFC 2001
1
[48℄. Slow Start and Congestion avoidane were the result of a "ongestion ollapse",
whih took plae in 1988 on the DARPA network at Berkeley. This added failities to
TCP, whih gave it the ability to detet and avoid severe network ongestion. If TCP
were able to slow down its data transmission rate when ongestion is deteted, then
massive paket loss will be prevented, and overall performane improved. Similarly,
Fast Retransmission of data allows TCP to retransmit data whih it suspets has
1
RFC 2001 desribes in detail TCP Slow Start, Congestion Avoidane, Fast Retransmit, and
Fast Reovery Algorithms. Its aim is to doument and standardise urrent implementations.
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been lost in transit due to the reeipt of dupliate aknowledgement pakets for a
previous piee of data.
1.1.1.2 1990
The Reno release of 4.3BSD hanged its TCP implementation only slightly. The
faility whih was added permitted TCP to inrease its transmission (ongestion)
window by the number of dupliate aknowledgements it had reeived after retrans-
mission. This algorithm aelerates reovery of a stream's transmission rate after
paket loss. A further enhanement of TCP for the 4.3BSD Reno release was to
allow TCP to only halve its urrent transmission rate in ase of Fast Retransmission
(detailed in 4.3BSD Tahoe). Prior to this extension, eah paket loss aused TCP to
enter the Slow Start algorithm, and reset its ongestion window to a single segment.
1.1.1.3 1993
Lawrene Brakmo et al. at the University of Arizona, extended the Slow Start and
ongestion avoidane algorithms of TCP Reno. They implemented their new al-
gorithm, alled TCP Vegas, on an experimental platform alled the X-Kernel, and
published a performane study of Vegas in [11℄, at SIGCOMM 94. The modia-
tions to Slow Start inlude a more autious expansion of the ongestion window
during onnetion initialisation. This aims to prevent paket loss due to aggressive
transmission rates. Similarly the ongestion avoidane algorithm was improved to
sense network ongestion, and adjust its transmission rate aordingly. This was
ahieved by obtaining an expeted throughput gure for a given time period, and
omparing this with the atual onnetion statistis. If there is a notable disparity
between these values, then the transmission rate will be adjusted. [11℄ inludes per-
formane testing, whih shows 40-70% performane improvement over TCP Reno
in Brakmo's simulation experiments.
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1.1.1.4 1996
RFC 2018
2
[33℄ details extensions to TCP Reno in the form of Seletive Aknowl-
edgement Options. This enables a TCP reeiver to overome the limitation of umu-
lative aknowledgements in TCP Reno. With umulative paket aknowledgements,
a TCP sender an only learn about a single lost paket in eah round trip time. With
Seletive Aknowledgement options (SACK), a reeiver an aknowledge data as it
is reeived. This enables the sender to only retransmit that whih has been lost,
and not pakets whih have already been transported suessfully.
1.1.1.5 1997
RFC 1122
3
[8℄ detailed the basi requirements for a TCP implementation, that
it should use a Slow Start mehanism, and ongestion avoidane to prevent net-
work overload. RFC 2001 [48℄ onsolidated RFC 1122 with work done by Jaobson
and Karels. Furthermore, it doumented the Fast Retransmit, and Fast Reovery
algorithms for the Internet ommunity.
1.2 Interative Network Appliations
While streaming appliations suh as voie over IP, audio or video streams may
use UDP for their transport, the majority of Internet appliations use TCP for
guaranteed data delivery. The most widespread of these is without doubt the World
Wide Web, whih is a lient-server appliation, used to present information and data
through interative Hypertext douments, or Web pages. These are transmitted
using the HyperText Transfer Protool (HTTP) [17℄, whih in turn uses TCP.
Under normal onditions, a Web lient will make a HTTP request for a given
page. The server then initialises a separate TCP onnetion for eah page omponent
2
RFC 2018 desribes how TCP Seletive Aknowledgement Options an improve the perfor-
mane of TCP onversations with bursty paket loss.
3
RFC 1122 douments the IP and TCP funtionality required for Internet-onneted nodes
(hosts).
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bak to the lient. However, work has been onduted into Persistent HTTP [17℄
whih aims to multiplex these onnetions together in order to form a single, stronger
TCP onnetion.
The nature of the Web is suh that a user may make rapid page seletions
in order to obtain spei information. Although a great amount of work has been
done to optimise Web lient and server eÆieny, the underlying transport protools
an still be onsidered a fator in user-pereived lateny. While HTTP itself has
undergone several revisions in reent years, the omponents whih make up Web
douments are also evolving at an alarming rate. The result is that Web server and
doument tehnologies are now able to present an inreasingly interative interfae to
the user with a wider variety of omponents being presented to the lient software.
Furthermore, HTTP itself is under pressure to evolve in order to transport suh
omponents eÆiently and in a manner whih is onduive to the interfae it aims
to provide.
1.3 Internet Servies
While the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) revises the HTTP speiation, it
falls to the Internet Engineering Task Fore (IETF) to improve ommon Internet
protools and provide the neessary funtionality, performane and exibility to the
appliation layer. For example, the Internet Protool version 6 (IPv6) has reently
been speied in order to aommodate future address spae requirements as well
as extended support for dierentiated levels of network servie.
The Arhiteture for Dierentiated Servies (DiServ) allows a network operator
to provide ertain guarantees to their ustomers in terms of Quality of Servie (QoS).
In more detail, traÆ an be lassied aording to ertain bounds given by its Type
of Servie (TOS) speiation. This TOS header, present in IPv4 and IPv6 pakets,
an be used to desribe aeptable bounds for queueing delay, jitter, or paket loss.
It is therefore antiipated that dierentiated servies will proliferate with us-
tomers subsribing to "Bronze", "Silver" and "Gold" levels of traÆ provision.
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Bronze ustomers may simply reeive the urrent standard of "best eort" with
no performane guarantees for their traÆ. Subsribers to the Silver ategory may
have their traÆ prioritised over the Bronze ustomers aording to a subset of the
QoS parameters. Gold ustomers may be able to speify all available QoS parame-
ters while paying a premium fee for their traÆ.
Within the realms of a QoS-oriented, or Diserv environment, the role of the IP
transport protool is diminished somewhat as the seondary network servies take
on a portion of its funtionality. Whereas in a mixed media, best eort network
suh as the urrent Internet, the transport protool aims to ontend with varying
delay, paket loss and ross traÆ, a Diserv network is able to guarantee at least
a subset of these parameters. Therefore, the requirements for next generation TCP
are somewhat dierent to those when it was speied in 1981 for DARPA's RFC
793
4
[41℄.
1.4 TCP Issues and Alternative Implementations
Naming onventions for TCP are traditionally based around the BSD revision in
whih they appear. Both of the following appear in releases of 4.3 BSD Unix. First,
there was TCP Tahoe whih implemented RFC 793 in the BSD kernel in addition
to slow start and ongestion avoidane algorithms from RFC 2001. TCP Tahoe
is detailed in Jaobson and Karels' paper on Congestion Avoidane and Control
[21℄. This protool was supereded by TCP Reno, whih adds fast retransmit and
fast reovery from RFC 2001 [48℄, and seletive aknowledgements from RFC 2018.
TCP Reno is urrently the most ommon implementation used in network operating
systems and as suh, has been studied in great detail. The majority of performane
omparisons and models in this work will use TCP Reno as their benhmark proto-
ol.
In 1994, Brakmo et al at the University of Arizona published [11℄, whih detailed
new algorithms for TCP slow start and ongestion avoidane. In partiular, TCP
4
RFC 793 desribes the initial Transmission Control Protool for the ARPA network.
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Vegas laims "between 40% and 70% improvement" in performane over TCP Reno
with around one fth the number of paket retransmissions. This performane in-
reased was ahieved through better utilisation of available bandwidth by deploying
proative ongestion avoidane algorithms. An alternative, lightweight implemen-
tation of this solution to ongestion avoidane is used in our experimental protool
later in this work.
One fundamental ritiism of TCP Reno and its variations, is that the ore
algorithms rely on paket loss in order to detet network ongestion. In essene,
they use a linear inrease, multipliative derease algorithm whih, despite having
been shown to exhibit fair behaviour between ompeting streams is both lossy and
ineÆient when ompared with proative ongestion avoidane [11℄.
In partiular, TCP Reno has been observed to lose the majority of its data while
in slow start whih, in omparison with the algorithms used by TCP Vegas, are ag-
gressive. The problem arises when, in slow start, TCP Reno doubles its transmission
rate every RTT. It ontinues to do so until it reahes the slow start threshold, the
remote hosts's advertised window size, or loses data. In a highly ongested network,
partiularly one with a high bandwidth delay produt, this means that when losses
do our, they are likely to be in the order of half the urrent ongestion window.
Given that TCP is a guaranteed delivery protool, this data has be retransmitted
and if losses have ourred, this will be at a muh lower rate (50%) than before. This
is due to TCP's ongestion avoidane algorithm, whih will halve its transmission
rate upon data loss. TCP then enters its ongestion avoidane algorithm.
Fast retransmission and reovery are dened in RFC 2001 [48℄. Fast retransmis-
sion of data is triggered in TCP Reno by the soure host reeiving three dupliate
aknowledgements for data it has sent. The advantage of this mehanism is that it
does not have to wait for a timer to expire (a timeout) before retransmitting poten-
tially lost data. The reeipt of three dupliate ACK's at the soure means that the
remote host has reeived three pakets whih ontained out of order sequene num-
bers. Oasionally, pakets may be re-routed in the Internet, so ertain data may
arrive out of order and have to be re-ordered before being passed to the appliation.
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One fast retransmission has been performed, TCP Reno uses fast reovery to
maintain its state in ongestion avoidane. This means that unless a retransmission
is performed due to paket timeout, a slow start is not performed. If a timeout does
our, ssthresh is set to one half of the urrent ongestion window, the ongestion
window is set to a single segment, and slow start ensues. In fast reovery, however,
the ongestion window is set to the value of ssthresh as opposed to a single segment.
1.5 Motivation
The issue of ow ontrol in modern omputer networks has been highlighted in
reent years with a massive inrease in the amount of bursty Internet traÆ. The
proliferation of the World Wide Web (WWW) has lead to a desire for short, high-
bandwidth onnetions in order to transfer relatively small douments, images and
program ode in the least time possible.
This is in ontrast with traditional Internet appliations suh as FTP, whih
generally onsisted of longer duration onnetions. Furthermore, the relative fair-
ness of bandwidth alloation was onsidered more important than timely delivery.
Suh lengthy onversations meant that the preise dynamis of individual onne-
tions were not of primary onern when, for example, slow start only formed a small
perentage of the total duration.
Given that the majority of urrent WWW pages ontain a small amount of text
ontent, this an be transferred in a handful of TCP segments. In ontrast, a lengthy
FTP onnetion may transfer hundreds or thousands of kilobytes and take several
minutes to omplete. During this time, a strong, established TCP stream may be
formed and its bursty prole redued ompared with that of WWW traÆ. While
TCP's slow start and ongestion avoidane algorithms are apable of eÆiently
transporting lengthy data transfers, modern Internet appliations no longer t this
prole.
It is therefore of paramount importane to ameliorate the pereived performane
of WWW traÆ through improvements to the transport layer. While HTTP is
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onstantly being revised by the W3C, one way to inrease data throughput in real
terms, is by optimisation and tuning of the Internet's transport protool.
Modern Internet appliations set the riteria by whih this performane will be
measured and allow us to derive suitable algorithms for their solution. We are
therefore faed with a set of user requirements, namely to deliver short, bursty
transfers of data in as short a time as possible.
1.6 Researh Context
In our experiene with simulation experiments [49℄ [51℄ [50℄, TCP has not shown
itself to be suitable for realtime, interative, network appliations. In partiular,
those involving bursty, multimedia data exhange. The reason for this is that due
to its slow start algorithm, TCP is not able to quikly establish a onnetion whih
fully utilises the available bandwidth. In fat if a network is highly ongested, a data
exhange may take muh longer than desired due to paket retransmission, whih is
likely to our during aggressive expansion of the ongestion window.
The arrival of more intelligent network servies suh as Diserv [36℄ and RSVP
[9℄, whih allow bandwidth alloation in addition to bounded QoS on a per on-
netion basis, means that TCP is now operating in an environment whih is very
dierent to that for whih it was designed. The reation of Virtual Private Net-
works (VPN's) using suh tehnologies make it inreasingly unlikely that data will
be re-routed, unless some sort of tehnial problem ours. Furthermore, onne-
tions between nodes on suh a network may have a given bandwidth alloation,
whih makes slow start merely an ineÆient use of the available resoures.
In addition to advanes in networking tehnologies, the physial layer upon whih
TCP/IP operates, is now substantially more reliable than, ten years ago. Data loss
or orruption due to physial error is now only likely every 10
 6
pakets. The vast
majority of data loss is aused by network ongestion and overowing queues at
the router or swith. The major onern has therefore shifted from an unreliable
network to one whih is reliable, but highly and unpreditably ongested.
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The objetives for TCPng are therefore to be more onerned with queue man-
agement and eÆient retransmission, onnetion and reovery. However, muh of
the network ongestion in eet on the Internet will be ross traÆ streams whih
may, or may not be TCP friendly. The design of a next generation transport proto-
ol must take into aount the diversity of traÆ on modern networks and behave
fairly towards other users.
There are two main denitions of fairness for transport protools, basi max-
min fairness states that a protool should make maximal usage of available net-
work resoures, but be able to share equally suh resoures amongst data streams.
Given n onnetions operating on a given link, a state of equality would exist if the
throughput for eah onnetion was an equal share of the total link apaity. If any
onnetion were to inrease its throughput, it would be to the disadvantage of other
streams in this situation.
Alternatively, there is proportional fairness whih aims to maximise 
R
log
r
aording to a link's resoures, where 
r
is the rate alloated to a given TCP on-
netion. Proportional fairness is a ongestion ontrol sheme in whih routing pri-
ority is assigned to a given stream aording to the quality of servie assigned to,
or purhased by, the user. In proportional fairness, every network resoure has a
"prie" assoiated by the network administration. Users of the network are allo-
ated network resoures aording to how muh they are able to "pay". The prie
alloated to eah resoure is adjusted in real time, aording to the urrent state
of resoure demand e.g. if demand is high, then the prie for a given resoure will
inrease. The detailed proess and mathematial modelling an be found in [24℄,
and [32℄.
In addition to fair and onsiderate behaviour, a next generation transport proto-
ol should be able to make full use of available network resoures. In a guaranteed
QoS network, this may be reserved or alloated bandwidth. Given that suh reser-
vations may be harged at a signiantly higher rate than best eort servies, it is
important for data to be exhanged in the most eÆient manner.
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1.7 Objetives
The work presented in this thesis fousses on optimisations to the transport layer,
whih yield greater performane in terms of suessfully transmitted data. Our aim
was to minimise lost data, while maximising overall throughput.
The aim of suh optimisation is to update existing TCP protools in order for
them to funtion in aordane with forthoming network servies. Furthermore,
tehnologies whih already exist on the physial layer mean that design onerns are
somewhat dierent to those ten years ago. In summary, while ertain assumptions
an now be made with regard to modern networks, there are some very dierent
onerns with regard to ongestion avoidane and ontrol, partiularly with regard
to real time and multimedia appliations.
In order to address the issues faed by TCP and next generation transport pro-
tools, this work will address several key areas:
[K1℄ the survey of existing protool researh in order to identify key problem areas
[K2℄ the evaluation of TCP modiations as a potential solution
[K3℄ the design and simulation of an experimental protool, whih deploys proven
tehniques in bandwidth disovery, ow ontrol, and ongestion avoidane
[3a℄ Connetion initialisation and startup
[3b℄ Congestion avoidane and ontrol
[3℄ Paket loss and reovery
[K4℄ evaluation of the experimental protool against existing TCP implementations
with a variety of network traÆ models
Original ontribution is made through modiations to the existing TCP Reno
implementation (referred to as C1) and with an experimental protool (C2), whih
has been designed speially to address the issues mentioned above. C1 is addressed
in setion 3.1, and C2 throughout hapter 3. Simulation of the resulting protool is
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arried out in hapter 4 (C3). Further detailed analysis of our protool simulations
an be found in hapter 5 (C4).
Chapter 2 disusses work whih is losely related to that overed in this thesis,
namely publiations on TCP, related protools and ongestion avoidane algorithms.
In order to address K1, variations on TCP's ongestion avoidane and slow start
algorithms are disussed, with referene to published work in this area. The body
of this work is presented in hapters 3 through 4, where our experimental proto-
ol, STTP, is desribed, tested and evaluated. The aronym, STTP, stands for
Shaped Token Transport Protool. K2, K3 and K4 are onsolidated in these hap-
ters through simulation experiments. The rationale and design of STTP is overed
in hapter 3, followed by performane testing and results in hapter 4. Chapter 3
addresses K3 by desribing the algorithms used in STTP to address deienies in
TCP when transporting modern Internet traÆ. Further disussion of the simula-
tion results takes plae in hapter 5 with onlusions and future work in hapter
6. K4 is disussed further in hapter 5, where simulation results from both NS and
REAL are analysed, and their performane ompared.
Chapter 2
Related Work
2.1 Traditional TCP
Jaobson and Karels' key paper of 1988 [21℄ desribes how, in response to a onges-
tion ollapse of the Internet in 1986, ongestion avoidane and ontrol algorithms
were inorporated into the transport ontrol protool (TCP) of the time.
They desribe a "self-loking" protool whih uses windowed ow ontrol and
paket aknowledgements to gradually inrease the ow of data into a network. This
ontinues to the point at whih ongestion ours and data is lost, at whih time
multipliative derease algorithms are used to redue network load. This approah
to ongestion ontrol is entral to TCP's ore algorithms and is operational in both
TCP Reno and TCP Tahoe, the most ommon ative implementations of TCP.
The design of RFC 793 TCP (from the Jaobson and Karels' paper) is based on
the onept of "paket onservation" with TCP streams in "equilibrium". Equilib-
rium is termed as the steady state in whih a new paket is not injeted into the
network until one has arrived at the destination node. In order to ahieve equilib-
rium, a new slow start algorithm for onnetion startup was designed.
Slow start was reated in order to kikstart the self-loking TCP algorithms.
As TCP depends on the reeipt of aknowledgement (ACK) pakets to trigger the
release of new data into the network, there had to be some way of inreasing the
ow until it reahed equilibrium. Therefore, Jaobson and Karels' introdued a
14
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new slow start state to TCP. While in this state, TCP inrements its transmission
window (ongestion window, wnd) for every ACK that it reeives. To reah a
given window size W from slow start, RFC 793 TCP takes log
2
W round trips.
This proess gives TCP the properties of a self-loking protool whih will regulate
its transmission aording to the available network resoures. During slow start,
TCP quikly inrements its transmission rate as data is reeived and aknowledged
by the remote host. Suh behaviour aims to redue paket loss during onnetion
initialisation.
The TCP then sends the minimum of the ongestion window and the reeiver's
advertised window (buer) size. This mehanism takes into aount the wide variety
and speiation of mahines on the Internet by not allowing a powerful host to
overload a less powerful one with oods of data. In this manner, Jaobson and
Karels' TCP was able to resolve the issues of ongestion on the Internet of the time.
A reeiver's advertised window size indiates the number of bytes available for data
at the reeiving end of a onnetion. Therefore, the transmitting side should not
allow more than this amount of data to be unaknowledged at any time. To do so
would give a high risk of paket loss due to buer overow at the remote host.
In this setion, we have overed the fundamental onepts of TCP, that it is a self-
loking protool, whih guarantees data delivery and whih will reat to network
ongestion in order to minimise paket loss. We ontinue with the examination of
alternative TCP implementations. An alternative implementation is a transmission
ontrol protool whih has been designed with lear and distint riteria. Alterna-
tive implementations are usually ompletely redesigned protools, whih derive few
algorithms from standard TCP. Conversely, we will also disuss TCP variants. A
variant is an improvement on existing TCP whih aims to solve spei problem
areas, or to improve performane under ertain onditions.
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2.2 Alternative Implementations
The rapid expansion of the Internet (from the mid 1990s), both physially and in
terms of traÆ types has prompted a great deal of aademi and industrial researh.
In partiular, the issue of streaming and interative, multimedia traÆ using UDP
and proprietary transport layers.
2.2.1 Real-Time Protools
One suh highly suessful projet was that of RTP, the Realtime Transport Proto-
ol. RTP is an IP-based protool whih supports realtime, multiast and uniast,
audio and video streams. The essene of this work is published in RFC 1889 [45℄,
whih speies RTP and RTCP, the framework's two main omponents.
RTP provides timestamping, sequene numbering, soure identiation and pay-
load format information. These elds an be used by multimedia appliations to
ensure in-order, regulated playbak of audio or video streams. Furthermore, it is
possible to ombine suh streams and to synhronise their output using RTP's times-
tamp.
RTCP is the Real-Time Control Protool, a feedbak mehanism for Quality
of Servie (QoS) appliations. In onjuntion with RTP, this provides failities
for appliations to exhange administrative information, suh as the monitoring of
network resoures.
RTP was adopted by Netsape in 1996 for use in their "Netsape LiveMedia"
audio/video streaming appliation. This led to further development in onjuntion
with Columbia University and RealNetworks to produe RTSP [46℄. RTSP, the Real-
Time Streaming Protool, works in onjuntion with RTP and RTCP to provide a
simple means of aessing remote multimedia servies. In many ases, RTSP is used
in onjuntion with HTTP to allow lients simple Web aess to stored multimedia
streams.
The RTP suite provides a great deal of useful funtionality to multimedia appli-
ations, but relies on them to take appropriate ation on reeiving ongestion noti-
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ation. Furthermore, it does not expliitly provide any QoS failities but depends on
lower network servies, suh as RSVP [9℄, to alloate resoures. It is therefore most
suited to ATM or QoS-enabled IP environments where bandwidth and resoure al-
loations an be ontrolled. However, both RealNetworks and Netsape have shown
that it an be used eetively in a best-eort Internetwork.
Table 2.1: Summary of Protool TraÆ Support
Protool Bulk Transfer Bursty TraÆ Multimedia TraÆ Interative Multimedia TraÆ
TCP Reno X X - -
TCP Vegas X X - -
Dual/Tri-S X X - -
Paket Pair X X - -
RTP - X X X
Table 2.1 shows the transport protools overed in this hapter, and the traÆ
types to whih they are suited. Those based on traditional TCP (Reno, Vegas and
Dual/Tri-S) are most suited to bulk transfer (FTP, SMTP, NNTP, et.). Paket
Pair potentially provides greater support for bursty traÆ (HTTP, Telnet) due to its
repeated estimation of the urrent network state using paket pair probes. However,
only RTP provides true support for (Interative) Multimedia traÆ. Features suh
as stream synhronisation are of great importane, partiularly for joint viewing or
interative sessions.
In TCP's lifetime, many propositions have been made to subtly alter the be-
haviour of ertain algorithms. In partiular, slow start has been the fous of muh
attention. A variant of TCP is a protool whih is able to provide transport layer
funtionality, while exhibiting signiantly dierent behaviour to standard TCP.
Variants of TCP often inlude experimental, or alternative, startup methods and
ongestion avoidane algorithms. Setion 2.2.2 will disuss variants of standard
TCP. Conversely, a TCP modiation is an alteration to standard TCP algorithms
in order to improve performane under ertain network onditions. TCP modia-
tions are disussed in setion 2.2.3.
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2.2.2 TCP Variants
While earlier TCP implementations used paket loss or timeout as their only india-
tion of network ongestion, a great deal of work has been done to examine alternative
methods of deteting resoure availability. Given that TCP is an aknowledgement
based protool, the Round Trip Time (RTT) measurement taken whenever an ACK
is reeived, has proven most useful when determining the state of the intervening
network [3℄ [38℄. Inreases in RTT, or drops in throughput over a given time period,
an indiate an inrease in network ross traÆ. This leads to inreases in router
queue length on a given path, thus aeting a onnetion's end-to-end lateny.
Slow Start and Searh, Tri-S [52℄, was proposed by ZhengWang and Jon Crowroft
and uses variations in RTT to detet possible network ongestion. A normalised
throughput gradient is alulated, whih represents the projeted throughput for a
onnetion with a given ongestion window size. Should the gradient fall below a
pre-dened threshold, the transmission rate is dereased. However, if an inrease in
throughput is not making a signiant impat on the pereived network load, then
the window is inreased at TCP's standard, linear, 1/wnd rate.
In pratie, Tri-S's ongestion avoidane exhibits similar behaviour to other
proative systems. Its algorithms aim to redue delay, and therefore minimise router
queues. The impliation of this is that router buers suer less ongestion, therefore
drop fewer pakets. This property of a proative system is a side eet of sensing
ongestion by variation in RTT, but is dependent on threshold settings within the
protool.
One potential hazard of using pre-dened thresholds is that a given value may
not be appliable to a wide variety of bandwidths or RTT's. For example, threshold
values whih yield the desired eet on a 10Mb/s LAN are unlikely to funtion in the
same manner on a high lateny satellite onnetion. This is due to greatly inreased
lateny, whih aets the behaviour of ACK-based protools suh as TCP.
A similar solution to Tri-S, the DUAL algorithm, was proposed by the same re-
searh group in [53℄. DUAL uses traditional TCP timeouts to detet heavy network
ongestion, in whih ase it redues the slow start threshold to 50% of its urrent
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value, and the ongestion window to a single segment. Under normal ongestion
avoidane, it ompares eah RTT measurement and, if neessary, will make adjust-
ments to its transmission rate every other round trip. If the RTT is sensed to be
inreasing, the urrent transmission rate is redued. The reason for adjusting the
transmission window every other round trip is to prevent rapid utuation in the
rate of transmission, and to allow a more smooth estimation of network ongestion
to be made due to an inreased number of data samples.
This mehanism is ahieved by maintaining RTT
min
and RTT
max
variables,
whih are initialised to a very large integer (out of the possible range for this
appliation) and zero respetively. When a new RTT measurement is obtained
these variables are updated aordingly to store the minimum and maximum RTT's
experiened on the urrent onnetion. If the new RTT value is greater than
(RTT
min
+ RTT
max
)=2, then the urrent window is adjusted to 7/8 of its urrent
value. During the ourse of Wang and Crowroft's experimentation and simulation,
7/8 of the urrent window size was shown to give "the best" ompromise between
performane and fairness to other data streams. We disuss the ompromise between
performane and fairness in setion 5.2.3, hapter 5.
The aim of the DUAL algorithm is to redue osillation of TCP's window size
after slow start. This phase is where TCP Reno relies on paket loss or timeout
to detet network ongestion. Upon doing so, the window size is either redued by
50%, or to a single segment, depending on the event. By deteting inreases in RTT,
DUAL is able to redue its transmission rate before suh losses our. This avoids
unneessary timeouts or paket loss, hene reduing the amount of osillation and
variane in the transmission window.
TCP Vegas [11℄ is one variant in whih the authors laim spei, quantitative
performane improvements over TCP Reno. A 40% improvement in throughput
oupled with one fth to one half the number of paket drops is ited in [11℄. TCP
Vegas's ongestion avoidane algorithms ompare the atual measured throughput
with an expeted value. The expeted throughput value is obtained using the ur-
rent measured RTT and ongestion window size. Comparing this with the measured
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throughput for the following RTT will give an indiation of the urrent state of net-
work ongestion. This tehnique is also used in TCP Vegas's modied slow start
algorithm, whih only inreases the ongestion window every other round trip. This
allows throughput measurements to be taken and ompared with the expeted value
for that size window. Should ongestion be experiened during slow start, TCP Ve-
gas an move into the ongestion avoidane phase before paket loss ours. It is
noted by the authors that paket loss during slow start is ommon among TCP
Reno implementations. Should ongestion be enountered during the startup phase,
the aggressive nature of this algorithm loses around 50% of the urrent transmis-
sion window's pakets. Short, bursty, data transfers, suh as Web page omponent
downloads, will often spend 100% of their time in TCP's slow start algorithm. If
TCP is tranferring 1.5kilobytes in eah paket, a single Web page omponent of less
than 10kilobytes will be ompleted in around six paket transmissions. For TCP,
this is only three round trips. A more autious slow start algorithm an greatly
redue the number of pakets lost and retransmitted during the lifetime of a short
TCP onnetion.
Vegas measures the atual throughput for a onnetion as the number of bytes
transmitted in a given measured RTT. In a similar manner to DUAL, it also main-
tains a reord of the minimum RTT (BaseRTT) experiened on the urrent onne-
tion. The expeted throughput an then be alulated using WindowSize divided by
BaseRTT. In ongestion avoidane, the dierene between the expeted and atual
throughput is taken, and ompared with two threshold values,  and  where  < .
If the dierene lies between  and , no ation is taken. If the dierene is below
, then linear inrease takes plae. If it is above , then linear derease is enfored.
In [11℄, several experiments were performed with dierent values for both  and 
and showed diering levels of throughput, timeouts and paket retransmission. The
eet of inreasing the dierene between  and  was to make the protool less
sensitive to variation in network ongestion. In order for a hange to be made to
TCP's transmission rate, it has to fall outside either bound. If a protool beomes
insensitive to the urrent network state, then it is unlikely to take advantage of free
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bandwidth, or to redue its transmission rate when ongestion inreases. Brakmo
et. al have published simulation results whih demonstrate this tehnique in [11℄.
In her work with Expliit Congestion Notiation (ECN) [18℄, and Random Early
Detetion (RED) [19℄, Floyd onduted experiments whih highlighted the benets
of alternative ongestion avoidane algorithms. In [18℄, TCP Reno was modied to
respond to ECN signals and is simulated on networks with routers employing RED
algorithms. RED employs a similar tehnique to that of Jain's DECbit [42℄, in whih
router queue sizes are monitored and a ongestion bit set should they exeed a given
limit. When marked pakets are reeived at the soure, TCP an then at on this
ongestion feedbak with multipliative derease in its transmission (ongestion)
window.
The benets of RED and ECN are omparable with that of pro-ative ongestion
avoidane algorithms. Ation is taken by the transport layer prior to paket loss on a
per-onnetion basis. The result is a derease in unneessary paket drops and timely
reation to the urrent network state. Suh benets are quantied in our experiments
with STTP in hapter 4. Our simulation results show that a transport protool
with pro-ative ongestion avoidane is able to avoid paket loss, and ahieve paket
goodput omparable with traditional TCP, while transmitting signiantly fewer
pakets.
2.2.3 TCP Modiations
In ontrast to variant protools suh as TCP Vegas and alternative ongestion avoid-
ane algorithms suh as DUAL, Tri-S et., there have been many attempts to im-
prove TCP's performane with minor modiations. The most signiant of these
were fast retransmit and reovery, desribed in RFC 2001 [48℄ and obsoleted by the
proposed standards in RFC 2581 [4℄. In a note sent to the end2end mailing list by
Jaobson [22℄, he details modiations to TCP's ongestion avoidane algorithm.
These modiations form the basis for TCP's fast retransmit and reovery meh-
anisms. RFC 2581 laries and onsolidates many proposed hanges to TCP. It
re-speies the initial window size of a onnetion to be two TCP segments instead
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of one. This modiation will double the initial data transfer between two hosts,
thus aiding the exhange of short bursts of data suh as Web page omponents. The
restart behaviour of an idle TCP onnetion is also re-dened in RFC 2581, as hav-
ing to perform a slow start from the standard initial window size of two segments.
The generation of ACK pakets is also speied as adhering to the speiation laid
out in RFC 1122 [8℄. A TCP reeiver should generate aknowledgements for at least
every other full size TCP segment that it reeives. Furthermore, ACK's should be
delayed by at most 500ms.
While suh modiations an signiantly improve the performane of existing
TCP implementations, the 1999 standards still adhere to traditional slow start and
dupliate aknowledgement/paket loss ongestion indiators. RFC 2581 does refer
to experimental slow start mehanisms, suh as those outlined in RFC 2414 [37℄.
Despite work in this area having been published, preise details were not inluded
in RFC 2581. Furthermore, the work done on TCP Vegas and other proative on-
gestion avoidane algorithms does not seem to have inuened urrent speiations
for Internet transport layers.
Work onduted by Allman, Hayes and Ostermann [2℄ examines the feasibility of
the above slow start modiations. An inrease in TCP's initial window size to four
segments was shown to yield an 80% inrease in throughput for short onnetions
using HTTP-like traÆ, ompared with standard TCP Reno. However, a side eet
of this more aggressive algorithm is a slight inrease in the paket drop rate, of 0.1
segments per transfer. When used in onjuntion with the new reommendations
for ACK generation, detailed in [4℄, a 150% inrease in throughput and one segment
per transfer in pakets dropped was noted.
Further study in this area was onduted in [39℄, where further experiments were
arried out using the NS simulator [5℄. Their onlusion was that an inreased win-
dow size at TCP startup helped improve pereived TCP performane. In partiular,
short data transfers will omplete more quikly, due to a larger initial window size.
The matter of paket loss over low bandwidth onnetions was studied more losely
by Shepard and Partridge in [47℄. In their experiments, also with the NS simula-
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tor, they disovered that an inreased TCP window size of four segments was not
detrimental to the individual onnetion. Their results showed that a four-segment
initial window size showed up to 30% performane improvement over the standard
single-segment value. These results are disussed in RFC 2414 [37℄, in addition to
disussing further related work. At this time, however, TCP implementors are re-
lutant to impose a four segment slow start on the Internet. The reason for this
is that further study needs to be made of the potential impat to very large sale
network performane. The body of this thesis is foussed on the design of a new
transport protool, and not on the modiation of existing TCP algorithms. The
reason for this deision is disussed in hapter 3.
An alternative method of onnetion startup is addressed by Keshav in [26℄. In
this work, the Paket-Pair Probe is proposed as a way of estimating the bottlenek
bandwidth of a given onnetion. Its premise is that the delay introdued when
pakets are forwarded over the bottlenek link will be preserved and an be used
to disover the lowest link speed on a given network path. By transmitting pakets
bak-to-bak, i.e. with no inter-paket delay, their spaing at the remote host an
be analysed to give a good indiation of the urrent path state. This method will be
more losely analysed in hapter 3, where it is inorporated as part of our protool
design.
Further researh has been done in this area by several groups. The Paket-Pair
Probe was used by Hoe in [20℄ to estimate a onnetion's bottlenek bandwidth.
The probed value was then used to alulate the bandwidth-delay produt, the
byte equivalent of whih is taken to initialise the onnetion's slow start threshold
(ssthresh). Performane improvements were seen when employing the probed value
over standard, default TCP settings. In partiular paket loss for short onnetions,
suh as HTTP requests, was redued. This redution in paket loss also improved
overall performane by eliminating unneessary timeouts during the startup period.
In [38℄, Paxson disusses the Paket-Pair in great detail, and attempts to re-
solve many of its shortomings through use of Paket-Pair bunhes and reeiver-side
bottlenek estimation. By using a number of pakets in suession, as opposed to
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only two, the likelihood of paket loss is greatly redued. Furthermore, a more a-
urate estimation of the bottlenek link an be taken using multiple probe values.
In [38℄, Paxson onsiders the possibility of multiple hannels and routes for a TCP
onnetion and onluded that by using "Paket Bunh Modes" (multiple probe
pakets) and reeiver-side alulations, the issue of multiple routes, load-balaned
onnetions, and bottlenek hanges an be resolved.
Further work in this area was onduted by Allman and Paxson in [3℄, where
Paket Bunh Mode algorithms were run on large network trae data sets of over
11,000 onnetions. They onluded that using Paket Bunh Modes, in onjuntion
with reeiver-side bottlenek estimation, provides distint benets to over 25% of
onnetions in their experiments.
A similar approah was used by Ahlgren et al [1℄ where hains of one hundred
pakets were transmitted between hosts in Uppsala (Sweden), Massahusetts (USA)
and Cambridge (England). Their results orrespond with those of Carter and Crov-
ella [12℄ and show stable estimations with trains of ten to fteen pakets. Due to the
inreased number of data samples, the auray of the bottlenek bandwidth estima-
tion is inreased over standard paket-pair probing (whih uses only two pakets).
Finally, the Paket-Pair tehnique is applied to dynami server seletion by
Carter and Crovella [12℄. WWW doument data is dupliated aross a given net-
work and when a request is made, the least ongested server/onnetion is seleted
for delivery. This seletion is made using a lightweight Paket-Pair probe, bprobe,
whih sends at most 1% of the requested doument size in probe pakets. This limit
is imposed in order to minimise the ongestion impat of paket probing in relation
to real network data. Their experiments prove the funtionality of this method, and
highlight the benets of dynami HTTP server seletion.
2.3 High Speed Networks
The range of physial and network layer tehnologies upon whih a onnetion
may run, has expanded greatly over reent years. This has prompted work in a
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number of areas, but partiularly the use of alternative ongestion avoidane al-
gorithms. The need for these has been highlighted by tehnologies suh as ATM
(http://www.atmforum.org) and Satellite onnetivity. When using suh tehnolo-
gies, it is important to onsider their unique properties. In ATM, for example, it
is possible that ongestion avoidane algorithms and buer alloations may on-
it with the eorts of the transport layer TCP [13℄. Furthermore, a wide variety
of network layers, means that TCP has to operate with varying degrees of paket
fragmentation.
ATM operates on xed length 53 byte ells (48 bytes of data, 5 bytes of header),
whih has been noted to ause problems for standard TCP implementations [6℄. In
partiular, the loss of a single ATM ell will inur the retransmission of an entire
TCP segment, when running TCP over IP over ATM. Due to the fragmentation
of IP inurred when running over ATM, a single IP paket may onsist of tens of
ATM ells. Similarly, a TCP segment may onsist of several IP pakets. Should a
single ATM ell be lost, then an IP paket will beome orrupt. This orruption also
reahes the TCP layer, where an entire TCP segment will not math its heksum
upon reeipt at the remote host. The reeiver will then be unable to aknowledge
reeipt of the data and it will have to be retransmitted.
Further problems arise with ATM when ongestion ours and ells are dropped.
Should an individual ell be dropped, the impliation for IP pakets or TCP segments
is muh greater. With part of its data having been lost, the remainder of the
paket in ight is essentially useless. Therefore, a great deal of work has been
arried out to address the issue of paket drop poliies in ATM servies. Among
those most ommonly implemented in ATM hardware are Early and Partial Paket
Disard (EPD/PPD), as reommended in [43℄. In PPD, an ATM swith will drop
the remained of a paket should any of its onstituent ells be lost. Conversely, EPD
suggests that entire pakets should be dropped before ongestion reahes a ritial
level. In their experiments, it was shown that EPD gave higher overall performane
due to its bandwidth saving tehniques.
However, it remains for the higher level transport protool to reover from any
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ell loss at the ATM layer. A further problem arises due to many ATM onnetions
being given a guaranteed QoS onnetion. This implies that a ustomer may be
paying a premium fee for their network failities. Therefore, it is important to
maximise usage of the available bandwidth.
With QoS in operation, a given onnetion may have pre-determined, alloated
bandwidth and guaranteed jitter/delay bounds. Therefore, any paket loss should
ertainly be transient in nature and fall within the speiation of the ustomer's
servie level agreement. Having a TCP, therefore, whih performs a lengthy timeout
and slow start under suh irumstanes, is not desirable. Provided the ell loss was
aused by transient network ongestion and not hardware or network management
issues, the TCP onnetion should resume transmission at the optimum rate as soon
as possible.
Mehanisms suh as Fast Retransmit and Reovery will ertainly help TCP in
the above situation, as they minimise the number of timeouts and help TCP to
sustain the optimum transmission rate. However, should timeout our, further
adjustments may be required in order to maintain the ow of data. In our work with
TCP ongestion ontrol modiations, [49℄, this issue is addressed with modiations
to TCP's ongestion avoidane algorithms. A given TCP onnetion maintains an
average ongestion window value, whih is used should it timeout and have to restart.
TCP is then able to restore its onnetion at the rate prior to any paket loss without
having to go through slow start. Should ongestion persist, the TCP modiation
monitors the number of ACK's reeived after onnetion timeout and will drop bak
to standard slow start if none are reeived within a given period.
2.4 Summary
In this hapter, we have surveyed work related to the evolution of TCP and alter-
native transport layer protools. Our researh showed that a large perentage of
transport protool development was taking plae in produing alternatives to TCP,
"TCP Variants". Work published by Brakmo et. al [11℄ introdued TCP Vegas
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and pro-ative ongestion avoidane algorithms to the transport layer. The results
presented in the aforementioned paper show that pro-ative algorithms are apa-
ble of signiantly reduing the paket loss that a data stream will experiene on
ongested networks.
Work onduted by Keshav [26℄ into paket-pair probing, allows a protool to
alulate the urrent network bottlenek apaity on a given path. This value an
then be used to initiate transfer between two network hosts, at a rate whih is
onduive to urrent network traÆ.
At the appliation layer, inreased deployment and utilisation of bursty, Web-
based appliations, has produed a requirement for appliation-foused Quality of
Servie (QoS) [9℄. A side eet of deploying QoS is that a given data stream may have
end-to-end bandwidth reservation and delay guarantees from intervening network
swithes and routers. At the very least, it will be assigned a queueing priority.
This leads us to a oherent researh programme that investigates the potential
for QoS support at the transport layer. Furthermore, we aim to provide a transport
layer protool whih exhibits lower paket loss than urrent TCP implementations,
while maintaining paket goodput
1
. Setion 3.2 in hapter 3 disusses the rationale
behind and benets of this researh.
Chapter 3 desribes our prototype transport protool and the environment for
our simulation testing. The results of our simulations along with traÆ and topology
speiations are subsequently presented in hapter 4.
1
Paket goodput is the rate of suessfully reeived pakets at a remote host. This is opposed to
throughput, whih is simply the rate of paket transmission from a TCP sender.
Chapter 3
STTP: Rationale and Design
In hapter 2 we outline a programme of researh whih addresses deienies in
urrent transport protool (TCP) implementations. The aim of our researh is
to improve performane while providing support for network Quality of Servie. In
order to address the bursty nature of Web (HTTP) and multimedia data streams, the
experiments arried out in hapter 4 use real traÆ traes as input to transmitting
soures.
This hapter disusses the design and implementation of our experimental pro-
tool, STTP. The design work detailed here addressed ontribution C2, as outlined
in hapter 1. Our work with simulated and prototype network protools will be
desribed (setion 3.1) in addition to giving details of the simulation pakages used
(setion 3.3). The rationale for our researh is explained in setion 3.2. We then
outline the framework and implementation details of STTP (setion 3.5) and pro-
vide seleted key performane results. Additional experiments, graphs and data an
be found in the appendies. The information presented here has been published in
[49℄, [51℄ and [50℄, whih will provide the reader with further bakground detail of
our work.
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3.1 TCP Modiations
Initial work for key objetive areas K1 and K2 was foused on the improvement of
TCP Reno, the most ommon implementation of TCP at the time of writing. This
work is outlined by ontribution C1 in hapter 1. High bandwidth and Quality of
Servie-aware networks an present the user with a reliable, sustainable alloation
of bandwidth. The physial layer for suh onnetions is invariably bre opti able
for the majority of land-based ommuniation, or satellite/mirowave hannel for
mobile or air-based networks. In both types of network, paket loss is bursty and
not generally sustained due to prolonged ongestion.
Standard TCP Reno will throttle its transmission rate and perform a slow start
when paket loss ours or multiple dupliate aknowledgement pakets are reeived.
In a high bandwidth environment, this an be damaging to the ommuniation
stream between two hosts due to the time it will take TCP to resume transmission
at the rate prior to paket loss.
Therefore, in [49℄, we proposed modiations to TCP Reno ongestion avoidane
algorithms whih addressed these issues. A feature was implemented to maintain
a history-weighted average of the sender's ongestion window size. When the on-
gestion window was updated, the average value would be re-alulated with, for
example, (0:1  new window size + 0:9  urrent average window value). The ef-
fet of this weighting was to redue rapid utuation in the average window size
when bandwidth beame suddenly available or redued.
The average window value was then used as the restart value when TCP Reno
enountered paket loss. The protool was then able to resume transmission at the
average window rate it had ahieved in the history of its urrent onversation. In
order to prevent further paket loss in ase of sustained ongestion, the algorithm
was engineered to fall bak to traditional ongestion avoidane tehniques should
pakets not be aknowledged after a restart had taken plae.
These modiations were simulated in the REAL simulation pakage (see subse-
tion 3.3.1). Results showed a performane inrease of up to 46% in highly ongested
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onditions, using lengthy, sustained, transfers of FTP data. Tabular and graphed
and simulation data is available in [49℄. In this report, we propose extensions to
TCP ongestion ontrol whih, on a ongested network result in signiantly better
use of available bandwidth by eliminating the requirement for a slow start with eah
TCP restart.
Mehanisms are implemented whih enable the sending TCP to restart its data
ow at a suitable level for the urrent onnetion. A fallbak mode is provided
to prevent the soure from overloading intervening routers should ongestion be
suÆiently high.
Rigorous testing of the new algorithms was undertaken using the REAL network
simulator and various benhmark senarios. In addition to the benhmark senarios,
further models were developed in order to simulate real-world situations.
Over the suite of tests, our modiations showed on average a 20-30% speed
inrease over REAL's standard TCP-RENO protool (whih is based on BSD's
TCP-RENO) with some soures showing up to a 100% improvement. In the worst-
ase senarios, the modied TCP funtioned at least as well as TCP-RENO.
3.2 Rationale for Researh
In reent years, a great deal of work has been onduted, aimed at addressing the
issues posed by the transport of multimedia data with an inreasingly omplex pro-
tool stak. Prior appliations inorporating bulk data transfer often involved a
simple onnetion setup followed by lengthy (whole seonds or minutes) of TCP
over IP ommuniation. The World Wide Web for example, is an objet-oriented
environment, in whih the user is normally required to download several ompo-
nents in order to view a single page item (HTTP objet). With the urrent HTTP
speiation, this results in several short downloads, eah requiring a separate TCP
onnetion. On a high-bandwidth onnetion, the download time for eah ompo-
nent may be below one seond inluding setup and tear down.
In [49℄, we examined the most ommon existing TCP implementation, TCP
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Reno, and disussed ways in whih it ould be improved to aommodate high
speed and networks with support for Quality of Servie. However, the framework
itself, with exponential slow start and lossy, reative ongestion avoidane, ould
not be improved without substantial redesign.
Therefore, our studies led to further pratial examination of this area. We
believe that there exist a number of improvements whih an be made to the general
prole of a transport layer onnetion. Namely, the startup phase and the protool's
reation to network ongestion. This work is outlined in area K3 of our thesis
objetives in hapter 1.
Our work in both ow ontrol and network bandwidth probing [50℄ [51℄ showed
us that more suitable mehanisms were available for bursty, multimedia traÆ. The
token buket model allows bounded burstiness, but with a mean transmission rate
being enfored over a given time period. Data may be transmitted from an STTP
soure provided that there is redit in the token buket. If not, transmission will
ommene when suÆient redit has been aumulated. Credit is added to the
buket in regular "drips" from a timed soure.
Provided suh a model an be initialised with values whih will not overload a
network path, or hinder data transmission, it would appear to be well suited for
ow ontrol in high speed networks with bursty traÆ proles. Furthermore, the
relatively simple parameters of the token buket model mean that the rate at whih
transmission ours an be adjusted in real time to take into aount variation in
network ongestion. The buket's burst size is an integer value, representing the
number of tokens it is apable of holding, and the mean ow rate is a timer value
for the introdution of new pakets to the holding area.
In order to initialise the buket with appropriate values, we draw on Keshav's
work with paket-pair bandwidth probing [26℄. This allows us to initialise the token
buket parameter with suitable values in roughly a single round trip time.
One established, a modied pro-ative ongestion avoidane algorithm is used
to adjust the ow rate and burst size of the token buket. Using measured paket
round trip times, we an sense variation in queuing delay and make proportional
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adjustment to a onnetion's ow parameters.
The result is a exible transport protool whih is apable of quikly and in-
telligently measuring the available bandwidth on a network path. It an instantly
proeed to transmit bursty data whih is bounded by the urrent network apaity.
However, over a given period, it will exhibit fairness with a mean ow omparable
with that of ompeting onnetions. We demonstrate this funtionality in hapter 4,
setion 4.2.2, where STTP, TCP Reno and TCP Vegas are simulated in the REAL
network simulator.
3.3 Network Simulators
In order to experiment with alternative algorithms under a wide variety of senarios,
we eleted to use network simulation software. Our requirements for suh software
were relatively demanding sine we needed full ontrol over and aess to the simu-
lator ore. Therefore, our options were limited to the freely available pakages from
other researh groups or networking projets.
Network simulation software was hosen for its ability to onstrut a wide range
of topologies with a variable number of ommuniating hosts and routers. Network
hosts an then be ongured to transmit a range of traÆ types, from FTP, HTTP,
Telnet through to mathematially distributed data proles, suh as the poisson and
exponential models. Similarly, most urrent simulators will allow the user to provide
their own traÆ traes whih an then be used by a network host to provide input
for its data transmission.
The ability to onstrut suh networks is of great value when examining or
designing network protools. If only a single LAN topology were available, then
the user ould not be ertain of the protool's performane on wide area or low
bandwidth networks, or under high ongestion.
A network simulator suh as NS [5℄ or REAL [25℄ an provide these failities,
but is only as reliable as its internal models and program ode auray. It is also
diÆult for designers to model the random traÆ patterns and true burstiness of an
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Internet. Published protool work at this time relies mainly on mathematial and
simulation models. Not everyone hooses to progress through to the implementation
and prototyping phase. The results from our simulation work with STTP, shown in
hapter 4, demonstrate how eetive and onsistent network simulation has beome.
3.3.1 REAL
When work began on this thesis in 1996, there were few pakages stable and de-
veloped enough to enable rigorous testing with reliable protool suites. At this
time, the REAL simulator version 4.5 [25℄ was widely used, well doumented, and
had been the foundation for signiant published work [26℄, [27℄, [28℄, [30℄, [31℄,
[29℄. REAL is based on the NEST 2.5 (ftp://ftp.s.olumbia.edu/nest/) simulation
testbed and was used as the basis of the NS simulator reated by Floyd and others
at the University of Berkeley [5℄.
The simulator itself is written entirely in C, but the user desribes network
topologies using a simple desription and sripting language. This is a simple, yet
eÆient approah whih has been employed by many simulation pakages in the
past. Version 4.5 of REAL was used by many researh groups for simulation exper-
iments. However, Version 5.0 released in 1997, introdued several new features and
oered signiant speed improvements. The majority of our work was onduted
using version 4.5 of the software and while it was relatively simple to port develop-
ment ode between releases, we ontinued to do so after 5.0 was available. Despite
5.0 oering more features, extensive use of the new ode showed 4.5 to be both
more stable and less prone to errati behaviour. Our results from version 4.5 were
onrmed by further experimentation in NS.
STTP was implemented in C as part of the REAL ore simulator. One ompiled,
we were able to experiment with it alongside TCP Reno using user-side sripted
senarios.
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3.3.2 NS
In ontrast with NS, REAL does not allow further funtionality to be inluded in
its user-side sripts. These are used simply to desribe the network topology and
events whih will take plae during the ourse of the simulation.
NS began as a variant of the REAL simulator in 1989, but did not see signiant
development eort until the late 1990's. Version 2.0 was released on September
10th 1997. The urrent release at the time of writing (1999), 2.1b5, was used for our
simulation experiments. NS development is progressing, and further releases should
now be available to the reader.
NS is an event-driven simulator, whih onsists of C++ ore methods, whih
interfae with an objet-oriented Tl (oTl) shell. This powerful framework allows
the user to implement both network topologies and additional funtionality through
methods and proedures in oTl sripts. For example, in order to monitor the
behaviour of spei variables within a protool, the user has only to present these
via the oTl interfae in the protool's ore C++ ode. An oTl simulation sript
is then able to read and manipulate these variables during runtime.
The impliation of this is that experimental prototypes an easily be reated (us-
ing oTl rather than a full C++ implementation), by alling on features or methods
already implemented in the simulator ore. However in order to reate or modify
fully funtional network protools, it is better to build them in C++. The reason
for this is that while an oTl prototype may be quik, it is not as integrated nor an
it oer the same level of funtionality as a full implementation.
Variables and methods are made available to user-side sripts through the oTl
interfae, whih onsists of C++ funtion alls from the oTl libraries. It is therefore
possible to allow or deny user aess to protool data as required. While this does
failitate program debugging and monitoring, the interfae is relatively omplex
and not as intuitive as that of REAL, for example. Due to the inlusion of oTl,
both on the user-side and as funtion alls in the C++ ode, the learning urve
for NS is quite steep. One overome, however, it provides a powerful and exible
simulation environment. The NS simulation model of STTP is implemented entirely
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in C++, but presents many variables to the oTl interfae. This permitted us to
trae important variables suh as the Congestion Window size during the simulation.
3.3.3 Simulator Validation
Both REAL and NS are provided with a large olletion of validation and benh-
marking user sripts. NS, in partiular, performs self validation as part of the build
proess.
A detailed set of sripts are provided, whih test appliation, transport, routing
and link-layer protools. The simulator is run using known input values and the
output ompared with known, valid results. The validated set of protools extends
to all ommon Internet standards, with a smaller set of non-validated, yet working
ode. As new builds of NS and its protools are produed, the pakage is validated
by its maintainers on a variety of platforms. The user is notied should NS fail
to validate any of its protools during the build proess. This proess was used
to validate the funtionality of TCP Reno and TCP Vegas for the purposes of our
simulation experiments.
Keshav modelled and desribed REAL in great detail, in [25℄. For many years,
REAL was one of the premier network simulators in the aademi ommunity, only
now supereded by NS (whih is derived from REAL).
Both simulators have been used extensively by other researh groups and have
formed the basis for a great deal of published work. The REAL simulator was de-
signed and validated as part of Keshav's thesis [27℄. NS is urrently being used by
many PhD researh students and networking groups. Full doumentation and exam-
ple program ode for NS an be found at http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/. Published
bakground information on NS an be found in [5℄.
3.4 Framework/Algorithms
STTP itself is a reliable transport layer, intended for use on IP networks in plae of
TCP. The algorithms, however, are portable and ould be used over any data-link
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layer.
The aronym, STTP, stands for Shaped Token Transport Protool. This is taken
from the design of its ore algorithms, whih are entered around the use of token
and leaky bukets, used to shape the ow of data from a transmitting network
host. By initialising these bukets with appropriate values and maintaining them
in aordane with the urrent network state, we are able to provide a shaped ow
of data. It is antiipated that this ow will be more onduive to the support of
Quality of Servie (QoS) network appliations.
We therefore have three main areas of onern, detailed below in paragraphs
3a-3:
3a An STTP onnetion is initialised with a dual-paket probe from the
transmitting host to the reeiver. This will inform the host of an inoming onnetion
and allow it to prepare input buers and start appliation server funtions. The
probe onsists of two pakets, transmitted bak-to-bak, whih are used to measure
the bottlenek bandwidth on a given network path. This is desribed in detail in
subsetion 3.4.1.
Provided that the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) of the path is known, we are
now able to alulate the speed at whih new pakets an be put onto the link in
order to ll the available bottlenek. The result of this alulation is used to trigger
the release of tokens into a token buket. The funtionality of this ow ontrol
mehanism is desribed in subsetion 3.4.2.
3b The token buket mehanism is used as a exible replaement for TCP's
Congestion Window. This addresses key area K3 of our objetives. We are able
to modify the ow of tokens into the buket in real time as we reeive network
ongestion information bak from aknowledged pakets. In order to ahieve this,
we use a pro-ative mehanism as desribed in subsetion 3.4.3.
Our algorithms monitor the round trip time (RTT) of transmitted data, and
respond to inreases or dereases in network lateny. STTP is an aknowledged
protool, whih means that eah paket reeived at a remote host will generate a
small aknowledgement pakets. This is returned to the transmitting host as proof
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of reeipt. These pakets are generated and returned immediately by the remote
host.
If a onnetion's RTT falls outside a bounded window when ompared with pre-
vious measurements, then the token buket's timer is modied aordingly. For
example, if the RTT should inrease, then this an be interpreted as ongestion on
this onnetion's network path. We an therefore derease the rapidity of the token
buket timer in proportion to this hange. The result is redued paket transmis-
sion in line with the ongestion urrently being experiened. Similarly, if the RTT
dereases, we an inrease the rate of paket transmission.
3 In the ase of paket loss, or multiple dupliate aknowledgement pakets,
STTP adopts the same approah as TCP Vegas, by reduing its transmission rate
by 10%. This addresses item K3 of our objetives. However, as an be seen in our
experimental results, STTP drops far fewer pakets than either TCP Reno or Vegas
[51℄.
3.4.1 Paket-Pair Bandwidth Probing
While TCP Reno's standard slow start algorithm ould have been used, past researh
has shown it to be lossy and poorly suited to multimedia appliations [16℄. Paket-
pair probing tehniques have been examined in work by Keshav [26℄ and others over
reent years. While there are some reservations as to its use in ertain network
ongurations, our work has shown it to be reliable in almost all ommon ases with
both traditional and urrent traÆ proles. It has been reported that paket-pair
reliability is redued when using ertain types of router queueing algorithm and
network link asymmetry [26℄. Keshav desribes a senario where traditional First
Come First Server (FCFS) router algorithms present problems to paket-pair net-
work probes. If a single soure were to send a large burst of data to an FCFS router,
then aording to the sheduling algorithm, it would reeive a higher priority of ser-
vie than ompeting ows. This is due to the transmitting soure sending a large
number of pakets in quik suession, whih will be queued and proessed in order
by the router. In [26℄ Keshav reommends that Weighted Fair Queueing (WFQ) is
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more appropriate for use with paket-pair network probe tehniques. This algorithm
avoids the problems assoiated with FCFS by preventing a high-bandwidth soure
from monopolising a router's proessing apaity. Keshav reports that paket-pair
algorithms an be adversely aeted by heavy traÆ at a FCFS router due to the
inonsisteny in servie rate, whih is aused by high-bandwidth data ows from
ompeting soures. He argues that WFQ provides paket-pair with a more realisti
view of the network state due to eah ow being assigned a priority within a router's
servie model. Eah ow will therefore reeive its fair share of routing resoure.
Allman and Paxson examine paket-pair in [3℄, where the issue of asymmetri
network onnetions is disussed. Additional modelling and theory behind paket-
pair probing is presented in detail in [26℄, [27℄ and in our own work, [50℄, [51℄.
Simply put, one an transmit two pakets bak-to-bak along a given network
path. Given that we know the paket size, the amount by whih they are separated
by queueing delay at the reeiver allows us to alulate the urrent bottlenek link
apaity.
The formula used to alulate the bottlenek bandwidth on a given onnetion
is:
bottlenekapaity(bits=seond) = PaketSize(bits)=InterarrivalGap(seonds)
The proedure for initialising an STTP onnetion is therefore quite simple. Two
pakets are transmitted bak-to-bak, i.e. queued and transmitted as lose together
as the network adapter driver will allow. When reeived by the remote host, they
are simply ehoed bak to the reeiver without delay. When the pakets arrive bak
at the sender, the gap between their arrival is measured and used in the above
alulation.
This method is termed sender-side bandwidth probing by Allman in [3℄. When
using asymmetri onnetions, or multiple bonded hannels, it would be advisable
to use reeiver-side measurement. An added advantage of this, as disussed by
Allman in his work and Keshav in [26℄, is that the probability of error is halved
when using only the inward or outbound path. For the purposes of our simulations,
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we have used only sender-side bandwidth probing. The reason for this is that our
simulation topologies do not inorporate asymmetri links, and while the benets
of reeiver-side measurement will ertainly yield better results in real networks, our
implementation of the paket-pair probe proved to be reliable and aurate.
The bottlenek measurement an then be used to alulate an appropriate burst
and feed value for a onnetion's token buket. During our experimentation, we
used a variety of methods whih will be disussed later in this setion.
3.4.2 Token Buket Flow Control
One a network onnetion's bandwidth has been disovered, a token buket an be
initialised with an appropriate ow of tokens and initial burst size. For our work,
the standard     model has been used, where  is the apaity of the buket (a
onnetion's maximum burst size) and  is rate at whih tokens are permitted to
enter. At any time, an appliation is only able to send data if there are tokens
in the buket. In our simulations, we used xed paket sizes and therefore made
eah token in the buket equal to a single paket of network data. In a kernel
implementation, however, it may be advisable to use an integer value for the buket
and allow variable-size pakets to be transmitted. This would aommodate small
lient requests to a remote server. In order to sale the token buket in aordane
with the urrent network state, both the ow rate and burst size must be altered in
real time.
During our simulation experiments, we used two distintly dierent approahes
to token buket management. The rst, and initial implementation, did not rely on
traditional timers to trigger the release of tokens. Instead, we used a mehanism by
whih the aknowledgements reeived at the sender were added to a leaky buket.
The leaky buket was then responsible for feeding tokens to the token buket at the
urrent bottlenek rate. Our leaky buket implementation inremented its urrent
value with eah new ACK paket reeived. With the advent of a timer event,
the leaky buket is deremented and the token buket inremented to indiate the
transfer of a token.
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The problem with this approah is that it requires the token buket to be ini-
tialised with an appropriate number of tokens. These are needed to kik start the
STTP onnetion by providing a number of tokens to the newly opened onnetion.
When in operation, the number of tokens in operation an be inreased or dereased
aording to the urrent state of network ongestion. A further variable for tuning is
the ow rate of the leaky buket omponent as this is responsible for the smoothing
of token ow.
The advantage with this mehanism is that tokens will only be fed into the
token buket if pakets are being suessfully reeived and ACKs generated. Should
there be a sudden inux of network ongestion and ACK pakets do not arrive at
the transmitting host, then STTP will not blindly injet pakets into an already
ongested network.
The seond approah used was that of a traditional token buket, whih injeted
a token into the buket with eah timer event. The timer was initialised to the rate
required to ll the probed bottlenek onnetion. For example, a 64kbps bottlenek
onnetion would yield a timer that generates 64000/paketSize(bits) events eah
seond. Eah time an event ours, redit for one paket transmission is added to
the token buket.
The latter was found to be the more elegant and appropriate solution. However,
the dierene in overall performane between the two in our simulations, was found
to be negligible. Due to the random nature of real network traÆ, we believe that
a kernel implementation, and testing on a physial network would provide more
detailed data. The seond approah was a more aurate implementation of our
STTP design, and so was used for the experiments in hapter 4.
3.4.3 Congestion Avoidane
Researh has shown that pro-ative ongestion avoidane is both fair and less prone
to paket loss than traditional TCP Reno algorithms. Early work by Wang and
Crowroft [52℄, demonstrated the benets of this approah. However, the most
signiant work in this area was onduted by Brakmo et. al in their implementation
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of TCP Vegas [11℄. Their results showed signiant performane improvements over
TCP Reno when onsidering overall throughput and paket loss.
TCP Vegas made approximations as to the antiipated throughput that would
be ahieved in a given time period (one Round Trip Time). If the atual throughput
in this period was lower than expeted, then the protool took this as an indiation
of network ongestion. It therefore redued its transmission rate aordingly. Con-
versely, if atual throughput was higher than expeted, then the transmission rate
is inreased.
This approah to ongestion avoidane also lends itself to token buket ow
ontrol. Rather than modelling the expeted and real throughput values, we hose
to monitor the rst order statisti of onnetion Round Trip Time (RTT).
When an STTP paket arrives at the reeiver, an ACK paket is generated and
returned to the sender. A single RTT is the time it takes for the data to arrive at
its destination plus the time for the relevant ACK to reah the sender.
A lear indiation of network ongestion, or outage, is an inrease in RTT. This
is due to additional pakets being queued at routers along a given onnetion's path.
Should router queues overow, then pakets will have to be dropped as they annot
be aommodated in router memory. In ontrast, TCP Reno does not sense network
ongestion, and ontinues to send at its present rate until data is lost. It then reats
by reduing its transmission rate.
In order to prevent rapid utuation in a onnetion's transmission rate, we
provide bounds to STTP's RTT monitor. For experimental purposes, we hose 5%,
as this mehanism is also used by TCP Vegas. Therefore, if STTP sees a onnetion's
RTT hange by greater than 5% ompared with the last monitored value, it will
redue both  and  by an amount proportional to the hange in RTT. Experiments
were onduted with values between 1% and 20%. However, with small values, the
protool beame too sensitive to variation in RTT, and vie versa with large values
(greater than 10%). We found 5% to give the best ombination of sensitivity and
stability for our experiments. The following funtion, alled eah time a new ACK
is reeived, desribes the modiation of token buket depth () and ow rate ().
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lastRTT is initialised to 0.0
newRTT is set to the urrent measured RTT
IF (lastRTT > 0.0)
IF (newRTT > lastRTT*1.05)
derease depth and flow of buket
ELSE IF (newRTT < lastRTT*0.95)
inrease depth and flow of buket
lastRTT := newRTT
This reation to RTT variation means that the ow of data from a STTP soure
is saled in proportion to the available bandwidth on a given onnetion. We will
disuss the relative advantages and disadvantages of this approah in hapter 5.
However, further to our work in [49℄, whih introdued the notion of smoothed
window alulations, this tehnique is used in the real time manipulation of STTP
data ow, as this tehnique is outlined in setion 3.1 of this hapter.
3.4.4 History Weighted Buket Manipulation
In [49℄, we developed a mehanism by whih a smoothed, average value for TCP's
ongestion window ould be maintained. The speis of this tehnique were dis-
ussed in hapter 3, setion 3.2. Our simulation experiments showed that this teh-
nique was required in order to prevent rapid utuation of window size in ongested
networks. By maintaining a history-weighted ongestion window value, the eet of
bursty network ongestion an be minimised, as TCP an attempt to restart at its
mean rate rather than with a single segment slow start upon paket loss or timeout.
Our experiments with STTP in both REAL and NS, showed that this approah
to transmission rate management was also appliable to token buket ow ontrol.
Should the RTT of a onnetion hange by 5%, then a realulation is required. In
a similar vein to our TCP modiations, if high-bandwidth, bursty, ross traÆ is
being experiened, then it may be short-lived, as most HTTP or multimedia transfers
are. Therefore when alulations are performed, the urrent token buket values are
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given a higher value, or weight, than those newly whih have been measured. The
method we have used is to adopt two variables,  and , where + = 1:0.  is used
for the history weighting, and  for the newly measured value. Initial experiments
used a simple inrease or derease alulation whih was proportional to the hange
in measured RTT.
F = 1 + lastRTT=newRTT  = F  = F
A history weighted alulation inludes terms where  and  are used to modify
the relative importane of these measurements.
F =  +   = F  = F
The eet of using this tehnique is to redue utuation in token buket values.
We found that high-bandwidth ross traÆ aused a sudden inrease in the measured
RTT of STTP onnetions. This resulted in a rapid redution in a given onnetion's
transmission rate. Conversely, when ompeting soures on a network ompleted
transmission, the measured RTT would suddenly redue. STTP would sense this
and inrease its traÆ ow aordingly. Partiularly in ases where on-o or bursty
traÆ soures were in use, this is undesirable behaviour.
Rapidly utuating transmission rates are not network-friendly, nor desirable
from a user perspetive with regard to appliation QoS. STTP therefore smooths
its transmission rate adjustments using the above tehnique. The details of our
work with this tehnique are published in [51℄, but summary results are inluded in
hapter 4, setion 4.2.2.
3.5 Protool Implementation
While the TCP modiations desribed in setion 3.1 [49℄ were implemented in the
REAL simulation pakage, the later stages of our researh were performed using NS.
Due to the large amount of development urrently taking plae for NS, we found
that its support of up-to-date network protools and tehnologies was far superior
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to that of other simulation pakages. In order to test STTP with a broad range of
traÆ types, network ongurations and TCP implementations, NS was an obvious
hoie.
A simulation prototype of STTP was implemented in the NS network simulator.
The purpose of this was to implement our protool model in a familiar simulation
environment. We were then able to test its funtionality and show that further work
would be valuable given initial performane results. The work done in [51℄ used NS
as the algorithms and experiene gained in REAL were ported to the new simulation
pakage.
In both ases, standard TCP Reno was used as the basis of our implementation.
By adopting the basi algorithms for paket proessing, transmission and retrans-
mission, we were able to more faithfully test our adjustments and improvements.
TCP has three basi setions to its program ode: Paket transmission, paket
reeipt and timeout proessing. Paket transmission ensures that pakets are sent
in sequene order and at a rate whih is in line with the bounds desribed by a
onnetion's ongestion window variable. Paket reeipt proesses inoming ACK's,
and is responsible for deteting out-of-order or dupliate pakets. When an in-order
ACK is reeived, the appropriate adjustment to a onnetion's ongestion window
size is made. This funtion will, however, note dupliate ACK's to a point where
fast retransmit is triggered, or a onnetion is restarted. When transmitted, TCP
segments have a timeout value assigned. Should this expire before the appropriate
ACK is reeived, telling of suessful delivery, then it is retransmitted and normally
aompanied by a slow start due to supposed network ongestion.
In order to failitate our implementation, the retransmission and timeout ode
from TCP Reno was inorporated into the STTP framework. This provided an even
basis for omparison when onsidering retransmitted or lost data. If any improve-
ments were apparent, it was therefore due to our ow ontrol, ongestion avoidane
or startup algorithms.
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3.6 Summary
In this hapter we have addressed the design aspet of K3, as detailed in hapter 1.
We have also overed the material related to C1 (setion 3.2) and C2 (throughout
this hapter). The simulation of STTP (K3 and K4, resulting in C3), is presented
in hapter 4. The results of this experimentation is disussed in hapter 5 (K4 and
C4).
Chapter 4
STTP: Testing and Results
In this hapter, we present results from network simulations using NS and REAL,
with an implementation of our protool model, as desribed in hapter 3. This work
is outlined as thesis ontribution C3 in hapter 1. We will proeed with detailed
disussion of the graphial and tabular results presented here, in hapter 5.
This hapter omprises the funtional and subsequent performane testing of our
experimental protool, STTP. Two simulation pakages are used, REAL and NS,
whih provide a wide range of omparative protools and appliation traÆ types.
STTP's algorithms were implemented and built as part of both simulation pak-
ages. This allowed experimentation alongside other ommon variants of TCP, Reno
and Vegas. The urrent de fato standard for TCP/IP networked systems is TCP
Reno. However, a great deal of work has been onduted into the researh, develop-
ment and study of alternative ongestion avoidane algorithms suh as TCP Vegas.
The resulting tehniques are beoming inreasingly ommon in a large number of
Operating Systems suh as Linux (http://www.linux.org).
The REAL simulator does not have an implementation of TCP Vegas as part
of its standard distribution. We therefore performed funtional testing of STTP
against TCP Reno with bulk data ows. Further work with NS allowed more detailed
performane testing with TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP, using dierent traÆ
types. Tables 4.2 and 4.1 show a summary of the features of both NS and REAL in
terms of protool and traÆ type support. More detailed information an be found
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from the projet development homepages (http://www.s.ornell.edu/skeshav/real/
for REAL, and http://www-mash.s.berkeley.edu/ns/ for NS).
Table 4.1: Summary of REAL and NS Simulator TraÆ Types
Simulator TCP Tahoe TCP Reno TCP Vegas Paket Pair
REAL x x - x
NS x x x -
Simulator FTP Telnet Statistial User Traes
REAL x x x MPEG only
NS x x x x
Table 4.2: Summary of REAL and NS Simulator Protool Support
Both simulation pakages allow the user to obtain statistial information regard-
ing the number of pakets transmitted and dropped by eah traÆ soure. Given
these values, it is possible to alulate the goodput for a given onnetion. The
term goodput is used to desribe the rate at whih pakets have been suessfully
reeived at their destination. With a guaranteed delivery mehanism suh as TCP,
the higher the goodput, the more eÆient the transport layer. A transport protool
whih is reative to network ongestion and onservative with paket transmission,
is likely to have a higher level of goodput than one whih is aggressive and eager to
apture available bandwidth. This is shown in experiment 4.2.2, where a range of
values are simulated in NS with our STTP model.
The majority of our more advaned simulation senarios were implemented in
the NS simulation pakage, due to the exibility that it oers in terms of user
traÆ types and sripting funtionality. Our work foused on the implementation
and improvement of ongestion avoidane algorithms at the transport layer, and in
order to rigorously test our models, ustom sripts were developed during the ourse
of our simulations. In partiular, we had the need to run bathes of simulations
with varying degrees of network ongestion. This was ahieved by running the
same simulation with an inreasing number of transmitting and reeiving nodes,
whih were automatially added to the simulation sript les between runs. Eah
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simulation would produe an output le, whih ould later be parsed with a simple
Perl sript, and input to Gnuplot for presentation.
4.1 Testing STTP Network Behaviour
In this setion, simulation experiments are onduted with the REAL simulation
pakage. The aim of this work is to validate the protool model and to ompare
initial performane with that of existing TCP implementations using simple data
transfer.
Experiment # Demonstrates
1 (setion 4.1.1) The funtionality of STTP's ongestion avoidane
algorithms and ow ontrol
2 (setion 4.2.1) The performane of STTP with bulk
data transfers
3 (setion 4.2.2) The fairness of STTP in omparison
with TCP Reno and TCP Vegas
4 (setion 4.2.3) STTP and TCP performane with Variable
Bit-Rate video soures
5 (setion 4.2.4) STTP and TCP performane with bursty
HTTP traÆ soures
6 (setion 4.2.5) The performane of STTP, TCP Reno and
TCP Vegas in a mixed protool environment
Table 4.3: Experiment Information
4.1.1 Experiment 1, Funtional Testing using REAL
Figure 4.1 depits a network topology with several soures (transmitting nodes) and
a single sink (destination node). The traÆ traverses two routers with all links being
64kb/s apaity.
In order to examine STTP's bandwidth probe and ongestion avoidane algo-
rithms, six STTP soures were started at regular intervals (T=0,10,20..50). The
impliation being that subsequent soures would be probing into a busy onne-
tion and so have to ompete with other soures for available bandwidth. Similarly,
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Figure 4.1: Experiment 1
existing traÆ would have to relinquish bandwidth in order to aommodate new
soures. Furthermore, eah end node has a dediated 64kb/s onnetion but whih
is of the same apaity as the network's shared segments. This implies that any
bandwidth probe will be required to probe bottlenek segments in the main network
and will always enounter links whih have a greater apaity.
node transmits(pkts) [sd℄ drops(pkts) [sd℄ RTT(ms) [sd℄
Reno STTP Reno STTP Reno STTP
1 34.56 [19.52℄ 37.89 [17.55℄ 24.89 [38.17℄ 0 1.89 [3.00℄ 3.71 [1.9℄
2 39.00 [15.99℄ 37.56 [17.08℄ 14.11 [23.05℄ 0 2.13 [3.43℄ 3.71 [1.9℄
3 28.33 [20.27℄ 13.13 [2.48℄ 3.89 [8.54℄ 0 2.67 [2.81℄ 2.66 [1.19℄
4 23.89 [15.52℄ 12.77 [2.95℄ 11.44 [17.15℄ 0 4.09 [4.95℄ 3.12 [1.95℄
5 21.67 [16.31℄ 13.07 [2.97℄ 5.22 [11.11℄ 0 3.61 [4.73℄ 3.11 [2.49℄
6 12.56 [17.30℄ 13.22 [1.63℄ 1.44 [3.74℄ 0 1.05 [2.23℄ 1.75 [1.65℄
Table 4.4: TCP and STTP Performane Summary
Table 4.4 shows raw transmission, drop, retransmission and RTT data for both
STTP and TCP Reno run on the same network topology and simulation model. In
all olumns, [sd℄ indiates the standard deviation enountered aross data samples.
While TCP transmits a similar number of pakets to STTP, the atual goodput of
STTP is signiantly higher due to there being no dropped or retransmitted pak-
ets. Partiularly soures 3, 4 and 5 in Appendix table 4.4 exhibit greatly improved
performane, even when an error margin of 5% is taken into aount on our sim-
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ulation results. It is important to note that the values given in these tables are the
average over the duration of an experiment as the omplete results are too verbose to
inlude in these pages. The methodology for eah of our experiments was to dump
all available data to a single le. It was then possible to write Perl or Shell sripts,
whih would extrat the information required for the tables and graph presented
here. This proved itself to be a sound methodology, as we did not have to re-run
simulations to obtain further information, and all inter-related data was present in
a single le. While STTP shows few or no paket drops and retransmissions, TCP
has a higher transmission rate. This means that while TCP may transmit more
pakets, this over-subsription by several soures inurs paket loss and results in a
lower overall throughput (goodput) after dropped data is taken into aount.
STTP's improvement is due to aurate bandwidth disovery algorithms and
proative ongestion avoidane. Our experiments show that STTP is able to initiate
transfer at a speed whih is appropriate to the urrent state of network ongestion.
Furthermore, the results of every experiment show that STTP exhibits lower paket
loss than TCP Reno on the same simulation topology. As the RTT of a soure
inreases, STTP will bak o its transmission rate so as to avoid buer ongestion
at the routers. These results are supported by work done by the NRG at Arizona,
when developing the TCP Vegas proative ongestion avoidane algorithms [11℄,
[10℄.
Figure 4.2 highlights a key feature of STTP. While the summary tables show
average, per-ow statistis, we are able to see how eah stream performs over the
duration of the simulation. Eah graph in gure 4.2 follows the same format. With
soures starting inrementally, eah bar represents the performane of a TCP or
STTP onnetion for a given time period. The x axis is segmented into intervals
for the experiment at whih data was written to the output le. We an therefore
see how eah soure performs as the simulation progresses and how new onnetions
aet existing traÆ.
It is interesting to note in table 4.4 that TCP has (in general) a muh higher
standard deviation than STTP in its transmission rate. This is highlighted in gure
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Figure 4.2: Experiment 1: STTP and TCP Paket Transmissions
4.2, where we an see large utuations in TCP's transmission rate, even when in
steady-state ongestion avoidane. STTP, on the other hand, exhibits muh smaller
variations in its ows and may therefore be onsidered a smoother traÆ soure.
Considering data in table 4.4, the result of this smoother traÆ prole means
that STTP has fewer paket drops and ould be said to be more router-friendly. By
reating before pakets are dropped, STTP does not try to send more pakets than
a link is apable of holding. Conversely, if it detets a derease in RTT, STTP will
inrease its paket transmission rate and take advantage of spare bandwidth.
4.2 Performane Testing STTP
Subsequent experiments were performed using the NS simulation pakage. We hose
to move our work to this pakage due to its expanded funtionality and support for
modern network protools. TCP Vegas is inluded as part of NS's transport protool
library, in addition to rih support for user-dened data streams and trae les. In
this setion, we test STTP with a variety of dierent traÆ types, inluding variable
bit-rate and HTTP request traÆ traes.
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4.2.1 Experiment 2, Bulk Data Transfer using NS
The network topology used for the performane testing of STTP an be seen in
gure 4.3. Here, we have 1..n transmitting nodes and 1..n reeiving nodes. In eah
ase, node t1 transmits to node r1, node t2 to node r2 et. Similar topologies
are reommended by Keshav in his benhmark suite for the REAL [25℄ simulator,
as they permit the rigorous testing of simulated protools through a ombination
of ongestion paths and dediated onnetions. The topologies in themselves are
salable to support many hundreds or thousands of sending and transmitting nodes,
and ombine the ability to implement bottlenek links and ross traÆ in order to
test a protool's ongestion avoidane algorithms.
By varying the number of soures and the link bandwidths, we were able to reate
a wide variety of senarios under whih to test both STTP and TCP Reno. Our
omparisons fous on TCP Reno and TCP Vegas, as a large amount of modeling and
simulation onduted in the past, provides a lear understanding of their positive
and negative attributes.
t1
t2
tn
r1
r2
rn
a b
Figure 4.3: Performane Simulation Topology
Experiment 2, the raw data for whih is depited in table 1 uses the same net-
work topology as in previous simulations and bulk transfer, FTP soures. It does,
however, over a large number of soures whih is varied from 10 to 200 and for
this reason, the bakbone link is upgraded from 0.5Mb/s to 2Mb/s. Similarly, to
aommodate the additional traÆ, the port buers were inreased from 64kB to
128kB. These modiations were required to prevent massive paket loss with a
higher number of soures.
Simulations were run with between 10 and 200 soures, inremented by 10 soures
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with eah iteration. Eah senario was run with TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP.
The data depited in table 1 show how many bytes were transmitted, how many
were dropped and the mean, high, and low for bytes transmitted. Simulations were
run for 900 seonds.
Figures 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 show the information from table 1 in a graphial format.
In eah ase, the number of pakets is plotted on the Y-axis, and the number of
traÆ soures on the X-axis. Eah graph ontains the information obtained from
the entire suite of experiments, run from 10 to 200 soures for eah protool.
From these graphs, it is lear that while TCP Reno and TCP Vegas have very
similar proles, STTP transmits only 2.25e+08 (10 transmitting soures) to 2.3e+08
(200 transmitting soures) pakets (gure 4.4). Compared with the exponential
urve, rising to around 2.7e+08, shown by both TCP Reno and Vegas, this shows
that STTP is reating to network ongestion and restriting its transmission rate.
Figure 4.5 shows that STTP also has muh lower paket loss, with between 0 (10
transmitting soures) and 5e+06 (200 transmitting soures) pakets dropped, and
as a result, has goodput whih is omparable to, if not better than, both of the
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standard TCP implementations (gure 4.6).
While the number of pakets dropped (gure 4.5) is proportional to the number
transmitted (gure 4.4), the goodput of eah protool (gure 4.6) is very similar
above 20 soures. STTP, however, shows less variation than the TCP implementa-
tions.
In summary, the results from this experiment show that while the overall goodput
between TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP is similar, STTP ahieves this standard
of data transport with far lower paket transmission rates. This is a very positive
attribute, and will aid the user-pereived quality of servie by avoiding paket re-
transmission and by minimising the end-to-end delay through smaller paket queues
at routers.
4.2.2 Experiment 3, Protool Fairness of STTP
Traditional Internet transport protools based on TCP Reno sense ongestion through
lost pakets or exessive delay in the network. They then respond using multiplia-
tive derease in the ongestion window. Normally, this results in a 50% redution
in the transmission rate in order to allow other ompeting streams to obtain their
"fair share" of bandwidth. While this approah eventually attains the goal of fair-
ness among streams, it is a lossy and often aggressive method, as shown in our
experiments.
As the number of streams are inremented, lost pakets in TCP Reno onnetions
inrease at an exponential rate as data is lost in order to aommodate new streams.
As desribed in setions 2 and 3, STTP uses a simplied version of TCP Vegas's
ongestion avoidane algorithms. By monitoring inreases and dereases in pakets'
Round Trip Time (RTT), it an sense pending ongestion and so adjust its paket
ow aordingly. This is done by proportional modiation of the token buket size
and urrent token values. The result is muh lower paket loss as an be seen in the
above experiments.
However, the disadvantage of STTP's ongestion avoidane mehanism is that it
does not respond to new ows as quikly as that of TCP Reno. New TCP soures
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begin transmission with an exponential inrease known as Slow Start. Existing
TCP onnetions will ontinue to send at their urrent speed until diÆulties are
enountered and a redution (50%) is made. New soures are then able to "grab"
a larger share of bandwidth. STTP, on the other hand, does not experiene suh
paket loss by aiming to avoid ongested queues.
We will now assess the relative fairness of STTP ompared with that of TCP
Reno. Table 4.5 shows the results of further simulations onduted on the topology
shown in gure 4.3. This time, simulations were run for 2000 seonds and all links
were 128kb/s.
In order to highlight the eets of our history-based ongestion avoidane al-
gorithm, we have inluded simulations run on three dierent implementations of
STTP. These are shown in gure 4.5 with "STTP :". When realulating the
buket size and number of tokens in operation,  is the weight assigned to STTP's
existing values.  is the weight assigned to the result of new alulations. For
example, if a 15% derease in RTT is deteted, the following alulation is used:
buketValue = (( * buketValue) + ( * (1.15 * buketValue))). The sum of 
and  is 1.0 at all times.
By shifting more emphasis to  the protool beomes more oriented towards the
existing network state and will reat more quikly to urrent events. However, by
weighting the formula towards , we obtain a more stable data ow whih is not so
quikly aeted by new onnetions.
Table 4.5 shows results from a number of simulations using various weightings
and it is evident that 5:5 or 1:9 ratios provide muh better performane and fairness
than more history-biased values. The fairness index laid out by Jain in [23℄, assigns a
value between 0 and 1 with Fairness = f
A
(x) = [
P
n
i=1
x
i
℄
2
=
P
n
i=1
x
2
i
; x
i
 0. Using
this formula to proess the results in table 4.5, we an see that for all experiments
with more than a single soure, TCP Reno yields an index of 0.99, as does STTP
5:5. STTP 1:9 gives 0.99 (2 soures) and 0.98 (4 soures), and STTP 9:1, 0.84 and
0.75 respetively. In this ase, an index of 1.0 is totally fair and 0.0, totally unfair.
Traditional max-min fairness [14℄ states that given a set of limited network re-
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Protool Soure # #pakets transmitted #pakets dropped
1 Soure
TCP Reno 1 31980 0
STTP 9:1 1 31980 0
STTP 5:5 1 31980 0
STTP 1:9 1 31985 0
2 Soures
TCP Reno 1 16093 0
2 15924 0
STTP 9:1 1 22899 0
2 9108 0
STTP 5:5 1 16084 0
2 15918 0
STTP 1:9 1 16081 0
2 15919 0
4 Soures
TCP Reno 1 7773 77
2 8156 73
3 8244 67
4 8124 70
STTP 9:1 1 13790 0
2 5464 0
3 6079 0
4 6699 2
STTP 5:5 1 8181 0
2 7146 0
3 7943 0
4 8754 0
STTP 1:9 1 7118 0
2 6949 0
3 9440 0
4 8517 0
Table 4.5: STTP Fairness
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soures, bandwidth should be shared as equally as possible between ompeting on-
netions. At the same time, maximal usage of the available resoures should be
maintained.
Given the parameters of this simulation, the maximum number of 1000 byte
pakets whih an be transmitted is 32,000. Table 4.5 shows that in single soure
simulations, both STTP and TCP Reno use around 99% of this apaity by suess-
fully transmitting 31980 pakets. In subsequent simulations, the link's resoures are
shared between a number of greedy FTP soures running over the relevant transport
protool. In some ases, the total number of pakets transmitted exeeds 32,000,
this is due to queueing whih has taken plae prior to soures being stopped at
t=2000.
While neither TCP Reno, nor STTP onform preisely to max-min fairness,
the results in table 4.5 show that through more aggressive, lossy ows, TCP Reno
ahieves more balaned ows. This is due to onnetions relinquishing large portions
(50%) of bandwidth when data is lost and therefore allowing ompeting onnetions
to expand their transmission rate. STTP exhibits signiantly lower paket loss and
so only balanes its ows through variations in RTT.
From the above experiment, we have shown that given a number of streams,
STTP will fully utilise the available bandwidth. Using a 9:1 ratio, it is not as quik
to reat to new traÆ as TCP Reno, however, it does so fairly and with far fewer
paket losses. The impliation of this is that fewer segments of data would have to
be retransmitted, and therefore give an improved pereption of servie quality to
the user.
4.2.3 Experiment 4, Variable Bit-Rate Appliations using
NS
Our third set of experiments were onduted using the same build and STTP im-
plementation as in previous setions. The network topology used was that depited
in gure 4.3, and used in Experiment 2.
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A protool's performane for onstant bit-rate, greedy soures, suh as FTP or
SMTP transfers, is potentially dierent to that when dealing with variable bit-rate
or interative data streams. With a window-based ow ontrol mehanism, it is
possible for there to be delays in transmission of time-ritial data (with the Nagle
algorithms, for example [35℄). STTP was designed with interative and bursty data
in mind, so failitated by the use of token-buket ow ontrol, it is antiipated that
its performane in data delivery and paket loss will be an improvement over existing
TCP-like protools.
In order to test STTP's performane with variable bit-rate appliations, sim-
ulations were run in NS using the aforementioned network topology. A suite of
simulations were run with between 10 and 100 traÆ soures, eah iteration inreas-
ing the number of soures by 10. Eah traÆ soure took input in the form of
a trae le, obtained from http://www.researh.att.om/~breslau/vint/trae.html.
This variable bit-rate stream is an NS trae of the Star Wars movie, and eah stream
is initialised at a random point within the trae le. Eah iteration of the simulation
is sheduled to run for 900 seonds, with soures being added at 2 seond intervals.
The resulting traÆ statistis are shown in table 2 and gures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9.
In our simulations with variable bit-rate traÆ, STTP exhibits similar harater-
istis to those in previous, bulk transfer experiments. Both the number of pakets
transmitted and dropped is signiantly lower than either TCP Reno or TCP Vegas.
However, the goodput obtained is omparable, if not exeeding, that of TCP-based
protools (gure 4.9).
In all experiments, the measurements for transmitted and dropped pakets were
taken from ore NS network monitors, not from within the protool implementation
itself. This gives an independent monitor of eah protool's performane without
the possibility of distortion by a partiular implementation's internal ounters or
algorithms.
In order to monitor eah ow of data, a NS Flow Monitor was attahed to the
bakbone, bottlenek onnetion (see gure 4.3), through whih all traÆ passes.
For eah traÆ soure, the Flow Monitor reords transmitted and dropped pakets.
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Plaing this monitor on the ingress ports to the bottlenek onnetion allows us to
reord the network ativity of interest in these experiments. We were able to reord
the number of pakets transmitted and dropped by individual protool streams, and
therefore onstrut the tables and graphs presented in this thesis.
4.2.4 Experiment 5, HTTP Appliations using NS
This set of simulation experiments with STTP in the NS simulator was onduted
using a traele of real HTTP traÆ from the University of Leeds Virtual Si-
ene Park servers. These HTTP servers oer an interative Web interfae to a
relational database. For further information, visit the projet's Web pages at
http://www.vsp.o.uk.
In order to gather data, a mahine was onneted via a hub to the live VSP HTTP
server. This allowed us to apture all TCP soket port 80 requests arriving at the
server using 'tpdump' for a three day mid-week period. One aptured, we ltered
the trae le to give only inoming requests. A sript was then written to apture
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only the paket interarrival gap and request size. This data was then enoded in NS
traele format and used as input for the traÆ soures in this experiment. For the
purposes of this experiment, only the paket size and their inter-arrival gaps were
required. The data was therefore anonymous.
The bursty nature of interative HTTP traÆ is typial of present Internet ap-
pliations, and allows us to test both ongestion avoidane mehanisms in addition
to the behaviour of STTP's token-buket ow ontrol.
The network topology and simulation onguration are idential to that in Ex-
periment 4, with suites of simulations being run with between 10 and 100 soures, for
a duration of 900 seonds. Eah traÆ soure begins its transmission at a random
point within the HTTP trae le.
Figure 4.10 shows the number of pakets transmitted for eah protool; Figure
4.11 shows the number of pakets lost due to network ongestion; and Figure 4.12
shows the dierene in terms of data goodput.
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4.2.5 Experiment 6, Mixed Simulation of TCP Reno, TCP
Vegas and STTP
In this simulation we ompare the performane of TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and
STTP running simultaneously on a given network with variable-rate data soures
for transportation.
Experiment 6 was onduted using the topology depited in gure 4.3, as used
for other experiments in this hapter. The simulation was run with between 3 and
99 transmitting / reeiving network nodes. The bottlenek link between routers
on the network was set at 100Mb/s with 1ms lateny. Loal onnetions to both
transmitting and reeiving nodes were ongured at 10Mb/s with 1ms lateny.
Transmitting nodes were equally divided between TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and
STTP (33 nodes running eah protool) and ongured sequentially. The simulation
sript started eah node in turn, two seonds apart, thus giving a roughly balaned
prole of transmitting soures. The entire simulation ran for 900 seonds before
terminating. All soures were therefore ative 200 seonds into the experiment. The
traÆ soure used for eah transmitting node was the live HTTP trae le, obtained
from the University of Leeds Virtual Siene Park Web servers. This traÆ type
would give a bursty prole, and would test the startup and ongestion avoidane
algorithms of eah protool.
This experiments link speeds and latenies were seleted to approximate the
bandwidth available to LAN users with ampus area onnetivity, and is designed to
test high speed medium-area network performane. In partiular, this test allows us
to observe the performane of TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP in states of normal
ow, and ongestion. With fewer than 10 soures transmitting at full line speed, it is
not possible to ll the bottlenek network segment. Eah transmitting and reeiving
node is onneted to the bottlenek link with a 10Mb/s link. Therefore, ongestion
an only our when simulating more than 10 nodes. Furthermore, when ongestion
does our, it will not be as heavy as in previous experiments, due to the inrease
bottlenek link apaity. This is designed to test the interation between ongestion
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kets in Mixed Simulation
avoidane algorithms as opposed to simply the way in whih eah protool will reat
to extreme ongestion senarios.
The goodput results for TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP in this simulation
senario are presented in gure 4.13. Initial performane gures for TCP Reno
and Vegas with between 3 and 12 soures are very similar. It is only when TCP
Reno's ongestion avoidane algorithms are ompeting with delay-sensitive ones in
TCP Vegas and STTP, that TCP Reno begins to obtain signiantly higher paket
goodput.
Both TCP Vegas and STTP will proatively redue their transmission rate if
network ongestion is sensed. TCP Reno, on the other hand, will only redue its
transmission rate if pakets are lost, or inur exessive delay. Therefore, TCP Reno
will ontinue to inrease its transmission rate at the expense of both TCP Vegas
and STTP. As an be seen from gure 4.13, TCP Vegas and STTP follow a similar
trend in their paket goodput as the number of soures inreases. Throughout the
experiment, paket loss is very low, at less and 1%, whih gives goodput whih is
roughly equal to the number of pakets transmitted by a given soure.
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This simulation shows us that proative ongestion avoidane mehanisms are
unlikely to obtain a fair share of the available bandwidth on a given link when
working alongside TCP Reno, or other legay IP transport protools suh as TCP
Tahoe.
In order to ounterat the aggressive nature of TCP Reno's ongestion avoidane
algorithms, the parameters, as disussed in setion 4.2.2, ould be adjusted. How-
ever, this leaves the proative protool in a situation similar to that of TCP Reno, in
whih it will behave in an aggressive manner towards delay-sensitive algorithms. We
therefore onsider that future work in the area of intelligent ongestion avoidane
algorithms would be most beneial to this thread of researh. This topi is further
outlined in setion 6.3.
4.3 Analysis
Throughout our simulation experiments, STTP has been onsistent in its perfor-
mane. In addition to highlighting key features of the experimental protool, this
onsisteny and onformane with our algorithmi speiation also aids the vali-
dation of the simulation pakages themselves. This hapter has seen the simulation
testing of STTP in omparison with TCP Reno and Vegas with a variety of traÆ
types. This fullls objetive K4 of our thesis objetives from hapter 1.
Experiment 1 in setion 4.1.1 showed that in basi funtionality testing, STTP
exhibited zero paket loss and smoother paket transmission, ompared with TCP
Reno, whih inurred signiant paket loss with even a single data-ow. Table 4.4
shows how STTP's pro-ative ongestion avoidane was able to derease variation in
its transmission rate (RTT olumn). Here, we an see that the standard deviation
(sd) for STTP soures is up to 50% of that for TCP Reno in the same senario.
Experiment 2 showed that STTP transmits up to 20% fewer pakets (gure 4.4
and exhibits up to 10% less paket loss (gure 4.5) than TCP Reno and TCP Vegas
in bulk data transfer simulations. Figure 4.6, however, shows that the goodput
for STTP in this experiment is within 1% of TCP Reno and TCP Vegas. This
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experiment demonstrates that STTP is more eÆient than TCP Reno or TCP Vegas,
as it is able to ahieve a omparable rate of goodput but with the transmitting node
having to retransmit signiantly fewer pakets.
Experiment 3 demonstrated that given a number of ompeting data streams,
STTP will fully utilise the available bandwidth on a network path. We ran individual
simulations with STTP, TCP Reno and TCP Vegas streams, whih ompeted for
bandwidth on a bottlenek link. While no protools entirely onformed to traditional
max-min fairness, we alulated that the fairness index for TCP Reno and STTP
was 0.99. An index value of 1.0 is totally fair, and 0.0 totally unfair.
Experiment 4 presented data from simulations with STTP, TCP Reno and TCP
Vegas, using variable bit-rate traÆ soures. In this simulation, STTP again trans-
mitted up to 20% fewer pakets, with up to 10% fewer pakets being dropped in the
network. The goodput graph (gure 4.9 for this simulation showed that all protools
ahieved the same (within 1%) level of goodput. From this information, we onur
that STTP is able to maintain its performane with variable bit-rate traÆ soures
as seen with bulk data in experiment 2.
Experiment 5 used HTTP trae les to run individual simulations with TCP
Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP. The results show that all protools ahieve the same
levels of goodput (again within 1%), but this time with omparable levels of paket
transmission and loss.
Experiment 6 ran ombined simulations with TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP
being used simultaneously on the same network topology. We disovered that both
TCP Vegas and STTP were adversely aeted by TCP Reno's aggressive ongestion
avoidane algorithms. This experiment showed (gure 4.13) that proative onges-
tion avoidane algorithms need spei tuning in order to ompete with legay,
aggressive protools.
When ompared with TCP Reno and Vegas variants, we noted several major
improvements in performane. These benets are related to key area K3, 3a, 3b and
3, as desribed in hapter 1.
 Goodput omparable to that of TCP variants
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 Signiantly lower paket loss
 Lower number of transmitted pakets
 Lower RTT and deviation measurements
4.4 Summary
The goodput of a onnetion, i.e. the number of transmitted pakets whih su-
essfully arrive at their destination, is an aepted metri for the performane eval-
uation of a transport protool. In the setion on Fairness (setion 4.5), we showed
how STTP's parameters an be modied in order to make it more or less aggressive
when reating to network ongestion. While an aggressive protool may initialise
its onnetions at a higher rate and be able to take advantage of newly available
bandwidth on a given path, it is also more suseptible to paket loss. In ompari-
son with our standard STTP model, used in our main experiments, TCP Reno and
Vegas an be onsidered to be aggressive transport protools.
In further experiments with varied traÆ types, TCP Reno and Vegas were
shown to ahieve a similar overall level of paket goodput to STTP, while having
inreased paket transmissions and loss. In a real world implementation, this would
yield greater CPU utilisation by the reeiving hosts, as they would have to ontend
with re-ordering inoming pakets as lost data was retransmitted. The transmitting
host would inur additional overhead through inreased paket transmissions.
Chapter 5 will go on to disuss our simulation results in greater detail.
Chapter 5
Disussion and Evaluation
In this hapter, we will disuss the results from our simulation experiments in hap-
ter 3. Eah suite of experiments from funtionality and performane testing are
onsidered in turn with fous being plaed on metris suh as paket loss, overall
paket goodput, and fairness.
Experiment # Demonstrates
1 (setion 4.1.1) The funtionality of STTP's ongestion avoidane
algorithms and ow ontrol
2 (setion 4.2.1) The performane of STTP with bulk
data transfers
3 (setion 4.2.2) The fairness of STTP in omparison
with TCP Reno and TCP Vegas
4 (setion 4.2.3) STTP and TCP performane with Variable
Bit-Rate video soures
5 (setion 4.2.4) STTP and TCP performane with bursty
HTTP traÆ soures
6 (setion 4.2.5) The performane of STTP, TCP Reno and
TCP Vegas in a mixed protool environment
Table 5.1: Experiment Information
Table 5.1 shows the experiments onduted in hapter 3. Our experiments were
entered around two main types of network traÆ. Firstly, traditional Internet ap-
pliations, suh as FTP, generally transfer large quantities of data in a single bulk
transfer. A separate FTP transfer is initiated for eah le requested and generally
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lasts for seonds rather than minutes. Seondly, modern appliations, suh as the
World Wide Web (WWW), an use HTTP to transfer WWW page omponents
from an Internet server to the viewing lient. A given page may onsist of many in-
dividual, small, omponents. User interation during a WWW session will therefore
impat the network with bursty transfer of many page omponents. Furthermore,
the arrival of broadband aess means that Internet users are likely to view an in-
reasing amount of multimedia ontent. In partiular, movie and informational data
(news broadasts, for example) form an inreasing perentage of Internet traÆ.
Our simulation experiments therefore use three traÆ models. In order to ad-
dress traditional Internet traÆ requirements, a bulk data transfer model (FTP) was
used. This model simulates a greedy traÆ soure, one whih always has data to
transmit. Data will be transmitted as quikly as possible, and will not end until
expliitly instruted to do so by the simulator. This traÆ model was used in ex-
periments 1,2 and 3. A HTTP traele was used in experiments 5 and 6 in order to
aurately represent HTTP transfers over the Internet. The ontents of this trae-
le were obtained using the method desribed in setion 4.2.4 of hapter 3. An
MPEG traele was used to simulate extended multimedia streams being arried
by a reliable transport mehanism. The soure of this traele is given in setion
4.2.3. Experiment 4 examines the performane of TCP Reno, TCP Vegas and STTP
transporting bursty, variable bit-rate data.
In order to address K4 and C3 (as detailed in hapter 1), the above simulations
were arried out using bulk data and bursty traÆ models. In this manner, we
were able to demonstrate the eetiveness of STTP in omparison with urrent
implementations of TCP.
In setion 5.1, we disuss the results of our experiments (C4), whih is sum-
marised in subsetion 5.2.5. Setion 5.2 presents lessons learned during the ourse
of our work, and general observations on protool development.
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5.1 Disussion of Simulation Results
In sustained FTP transfers, simulations of STTP showed that overall link utilisation
was at least as good as that of TCP. In most ases, STTP made better use of the
available resoures due to its fast startup model, and paket-pair probing. The
only ases in whih the prototype model of STTP was not suessful in obtaining
a fair share of network bandwidth was when ompeting with aggressive ongestion
avoidane algorithms, used in TCP Reno, or in ases of extreme ongestion. The
latter ase posed a problem for STTP beause network probe pakets would be lost,
and the prototype model was not programmed to re-attempt onnetion setup. The
ability to disover available bandwidth and ommene transmission at a suitable
rate meant that in a given simulation period, STTP ould transmit several more
pakets than TCP by this method alone.
Further advantages to STTP's transmission prole were gained by its proative
ongestion avoidane algorithms. Whereas TCP Reno relies on aggressive transmis-
sion and paket loss to disover ongestion, STTP was able to redue its rate before
suh losses ourred. This resulted in signiantly lower paket loss ratios for all the
experiments onduted in the ourse of our researh. In setion 5.2, we disuss how
it is possible to modify STTP's parameters to give an aggressive, lossy protool,
similar to TCP Reno.
Due to STTP's default ongestion avoidane parameters being weighted towards
minimising queue lengths, the round trip times experiened in its onversations
were notably shorter than those of TCP Reno. The reason for this is that STTP
will derease its transmission rate if there is a signiant inrease in the measured
RTT's. By doing so, it prevents long queues from building up and hene redues
the likelihood of paket loss. Conversely, TCP Reno will transmit at an inremental
rate until pakets are lost, or timeouts our.
The result of this behaviour is that TCP Reno often experienes paket loss
and leads to the famous "sawtooth" traÆ prole of a stable TCP soure. In this
state, traditional TCP Reno will perform linear inrements to its ongestion to the
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point of paket loss or timeout. At this point, it redues its window by 50% and
reommenes linear ongestion avoidane. It has been shown in many publiations
that the "linear inrease, multipliative derease" algorithm is both fair and stable.
The sawtooth behaviour of TCP Reno aets the RTT of its own, and ompeting
onversations. As inremental ongestion avoidane advanes, the queue length at
a given router on a onversation's path will inrease, hene steadily inreasing the
RTT. When a onversation reahes its point of ongestion (and data is lost), its
transmission rate is halved, resulting in a drasti redution in the number of pakets
queued at any one time. With fewer pakets now queued, the RTT for onversations
using a given router will now drop.
5.1.1 Funtionality Testing with the REAL Simulator
Figure 4.4 shows this eet in the standard deviation times for various TCP and
STTP onversations. In every ase, the standard deviation for STTP onnetions is
signiantly lower than that of TCP Reno under the same onditions. Furthermore,
STTP exhibited zero paket loss in this experiment.
The simulation topology used in Experiment 1 was designed to test a protool's
reation to ongested, bottlenek links. By adding soures at regular intervals,
we were able to inrease the load on routers and network links, thus adding to
existing queues. As further onversations were added during heavy ongestion, we
also tested the startup algorithms for eah protool. A nal objetive was to measure
the relative bandwidth alloation for eah onversation during the simulation.
While rst impressions may be that TCP has suessfully transmitted many more
pakets during the simulation than STTP, the number of pakets dropped must also
be taken into aount. For example, for onversation 1 of table 4.4, TCP Reno
transmits on average 35.56 pakets, and STTP 37.89. On average, 24.89 of TCP
Reno's pakets were dropped by the network. STTP dropped 0 pakets. Similarly,
in the later onversations, TCP loses a signiant number of its transmitted pakets
through poor bandwidth management. STTP transmits fewer pakets but has a
signiantly higher overall goodput.
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The behaviour of STTP in this ase shows better management of available net-
work resoures and greater onsideration to ompeting data streams. Fewer paket
drops and retransmissions would lead to an improved Quality of Servie to the end
user, as a more onstant ow of data is maintained. Furthermore, suh a stable
onnetion would allow easier management of the network by its administration as
if saled aordingly, traÆ as a whole would be muh less bursty.
5.1.2 Performane Testing with the NS Simulator
In our experiments with NS, we examined the performane of STTP and TCP
Reno/Vegas. STTP ontinued to show many good harateristis suh as dropping
fewer pakets and ahieving higher rates of goodput. An important feature of our
proative ongestion avoidane algorithm was also highlighted.
One established, STTP uses variation in RTT to detet ongestion. If pakets
are lost then it reats just as TCP Reno. However, with new STTP onnetions
probing for available bandwidth and setting their transmission rate aordingly, our
results show that fair alloation of bandwidth is not ahieved as quikly as TCP
Reno.
The reason for this is STTP's startup mehanism. TCP Reno adopts a lossy,
aggressive approah with its slow start algorithm. This has been identied as ausing
the majority of TCP's paket loss during the lifetime of a onnetion [47℄. As TCP
expands its window (exponentially), other ompeting soures are fored to drop
pakets and bak o. This ould be by 50% through ongestion avoidane, or to a
full slow start if timeout ours. This allows the new soures to start up and obtain
a share of the newly available bandwidth. While this tehnique is more onduive
to short-term bandwidth sharing, our results have shown it to be both bursty and
lossy.
Tables 5.2 and 5.3 present oarse grained results for two experiments, whih were
run in NS. There were 40 FTP traÆ soures, traveling over 10Mb, 1ms links. The
simulation durations were 200 and 300 seonds aordingly with soures starting at
ve seond intervals. The network topology used for these experiments is the same
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as that depited in gure 4.3. Eah table shows the number of pakets transmitted
and dropped, grouped by protool.
Table 5.2: Long Duration (200 seonds) STTP and TCP Reno - 40 soures
protool duration bytes Tx bytes dropped goodput
reno 199.900 22407000 2613000 19794000
sttp 199.900 21187120 1429640 19757480
Table 5.3: Long Duration (300 seonds) STTP and TCP Reno - 40 soures
protool duration bytes Tx bytes dropped goodput
reno 299.900 33244000 3451000 29793000
sttp 299.900 30167600 416240 29751360
The tables show that TCP has a signiantly higher rate of paket loss when
ompared with STTP and therefore a higher rate of retransmission. Given this,
we an onlude that STTP will make more eetive use of available bandwidth
in ongested networks by deteting ongestion before paket loss takes plae. It is
important, however, to examine how eah individual stream performs.
In setion 4.5 [50℄, we examine the issue of fairness more losely. The results of
running more lengthy simulations with ompeting soures were as antiipated. Given
time to stabilise, STTP ahieves levels of fairness omparable with that of TCP Reno
in the same environment. This proess an be made faster through modiation of
STTP's internal variables, whih will be disussed further in subsetion 5.2.3, and
later in setion 6.
To onlude the simulation of STTP and its omparison with TCP Reno and
TCP Vegas, a range of simulations was run with all three protools on the same
topology, while varying the number of soures from 10 to 200. Dierent traÆ types
were used; bulk transfer, variable bit-rate trae le, and HTTP request trae le.
In Appendix table 1, it is evident that both TCP Reno and TCP Vegas transmit
a far greater number of pakets than STTP. However, given the data shown in gure
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4.5, we an see that a relatively high perentage of this is dropped. The dierene
between the number of pakets transmitted and the number of pakets dropped, is
termed the "goodput" of a onnetion. This indiates how many pakets suessfully
arrived at their destination. This is shown graphially in gure 4.6.
In all ases, STTP transmitted and dropped signiantly fewer pakets during
the ourse of the simulations. It did, however ahieve a omparable level of good-
put. This indiates that STTP is able to transmit just the right amount of data to
keep a bottlenek onnetion full, while not being too ambitious. The advantages of
this approah are numerous and inlude; STTP does not load routers with aggres-
sive paket transmission, appliations using STTP will be given a better Quality
of Servie due to fewer transport layer frames having to be retransmitted, ompu-
tationally expensive tasks suh as frame retransmission are less frequent than with
existing TCP implementations.
In gures 4.6, 4.9 and 4.12, STTP is shown to have goodput omparable with
that of TCP Reno and TCP Vegas. In many iterations of our simulation, it ahieves
the highest goodput of all the tested protools. This result should be onsidered
in onjuntion with the graphs showing dropped pakets, gure 4.5, 4.8 and 4.11.
Given that the goodput of all protools is at least similar, STTP inurs far fewer
paket drops than other protools. The result of this is that the available bandwidth
is used muh more eÆiently by STTP streams. We an therefore onlude that the
algorithmi framework adopted by STTP is more eÆient than that used by existing
standard TCP implementations. The framework within whih STTP was developed
adds to our ondene in these results. The design of NS is highly modular. In order
to implement STTP, only the algorithms diretly related to the transport layer were
modied. In order to aid this design, the NS TCP Reno model was modied to
inorporate STTP's algorithms. The rest of the simulator was left untouhed.
A fundamental onern with ow ontrolled transport protools is to ensure that
they make good use of available bandwidth. With the advent of Virtual Private
Networks, where bandwidth is often reserved and guaranteed, a protool should be
able to quikly utilise available resoures. However, it is also important to share
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these resoures eÆiently between ompeting onnetions.
Unfortunately, as the number of soures inreases, the inability of the Paket-
Pair probe to alloate bandwidth in a ongested environment is highlighted. With
more than 40 soures in operation, our detailed traes show that ertain STTP ows
were only able to transmit two probe pakets of 40 bytes. In ases of high ongestion,
either a probe paket is lost, or the result yields suh a low bandwidth that the token
buket annot be initialised with even a single full-size token. This behaviour is also
noted in TCP Reno where, as the number of soures inreases, ertain ones are not
able to suessfully establish a onnetion with the remote host.
In our experimental implementation, STTP is not programmed to re-attempt
onnetion in these ases, so suh ows do not sueed in onneting to their desti-
nation host. There are several potential solutions to this problem. Firstly a Paket-
Pair train ould be used, as disussed in [1℄. This would redue the probability of
probe paket loss and also give a more aurate estimation of the available band-
width. Seondly, a fast retransmission mehanism ould be formulated for Paket-
Pair probing, whih would re-attempt onnetion setup after a short timeout period.
Probe paket responses should really be aknowledged within one seond exept in
ases of extremely high lateny. Furthermore, a retransmission of probe data would
not signiantly impat network performane and ould be used to realign token
buket settings when reeived, even if previous attempts proved to be suessful,
but with high lateny.
5.2 Evaluation and Lessons
In this setion we will disuss our ndings, in partiular how they relate to spei
tehniques we have hosen to deploy in our experiments.
5.2.1 Protool Performane
In designing STTP, we have produed a protool whih exhibits very low paket
loss, and timely, guaranteed delivery of appliation data. The results in hapter 3
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show that it is apable of suh performane even when transporting bursty, variable
bit-rate data.
Interative network appliations generally onsist of small user requests, whih
need to be delivered quikly and without unneessary retransmission. A proto-
ol with higher levels of paket loss (and therefore retransmission) will aet the
user-pereived quality of servie to a greater extent, depending on the regularity
and burst size of loss periods. Irregular, variable-length paket loss will degradate
the performane of an interative network appliation to a point where it beomes
unusable.
From our experimental results, we an therefore onlude that the protool model
adopted by STTP will failitate the delivery of suh appliations. There are, how-
ever, some lessons to be learned from the implementation of Paket Pair probing
and Pro-ative ongestion avoidane algorithms.
5.2.2 Paket Pair in Congested Networks
The Paket Pair bandwidth probing tehnique proved to be reliable in our simula-
tions for disovering the available bandwidth on a network path. Even in senarios
where a new onnetion was probing into an already ongested network, this teh-
nique produed aurate reports.
When ongestion is heavy, however, there are issues with our approah to proto-
ol startup. STTP may only be able to probe a small amount of bandwidth available
on a network path. This means that the initial buket size for the onnetion is min-
imal, and the protool will depend on variations in RTT to inrease its transmission
rate. However, as a new soure has entered the path, the inreased queue length
should be suÆient to trigger a redution in ompeting traÆ. The fairness of suh
a model is disussed further in [11℄ [34℄ [7℄. Our work in this area was reported in
setion 4.5.
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5.2.3 Aggressive vs Timid Soures { the ne line
Given the range of tunable parameters in STTP, it an take on a variety of hara-
teristis. By adjusting its sensitivity to variation in RTT, the protool an be made
more or less aggressive to ompeting traÆ soures. This is ahieved using the  and
 parameters of STTP's ongestion avoidane algorithm. In order to make STTP
more sensitive to inreases in RTT, the dierene between these values should be
redued around 1.0.
Simulation experiments were onduted in [51℄ using these parameters, where
the dierene in behaviour between aggressive and timid soures was noted. As
 is dereased, so STTP's sensitivity to dereased RTT is redued. The eet of
this is that the protool is slower to reat to newly available bandwidth. This
is due to the RTT having to redue by a more signiant amount before STTP
will inrease its mean transmission rate. Conversely, as  is inreased, so STTP
beomes less sensitive to inreases in RTT and slower to relinquish bandwidth to
new or expanding onnetions.
The result of adjustments as desribed above, is a very strong transport protool
whih, one established, will defend its bandwidth share. Unfortunately, this is
not onduive to equal and fair performane between ompeting streams. Papers
referened in hapter 2, setion 2.2.2, disuss potential solutions to unfair behaviour,
and alternative implementations of TCP's ongestion ontrol.
At the other extreme, a small delta between  and  an be seleted. The eet
of this would be to have STTP reat quikly to both inreases and dereases in RTT.
Unfortunately, our experiments show that this results in bursty and unpreditable
behaviour whih, while this may be in the favour of ompeting streams, does not
failitate the QoS for the appliation being served.
A further point partiular to STTP, is that the degree to whih the protool is
sensitive to dereases in RTT is diretly related to the rate at whih it will inrease
its rate of transmission. It is therefore of great importane that appropriate values
for  and  be seleted.
During the ourse of our work, we have onduted many hundreds of simulations
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with STTP over a broad range of network topologies. The stati settings we have
hosen to use have proven to be reliable in our senarios, and to deliver satisfatory
performane, delivering paket goodput omparable with that of TCP Reno and
TCP Vegas. We do, however, believe that there remains a great deal of interesting
and highly useful work to be onduted in this area. Setion 6 overs this in more
detail.
5.2.4 Disussion of Software Simulation and Prototyping
During the ourse of our experimentation, areas were overed whih provided use-
ful insight into the issues surrounding protool development. In ertain ases, the
problems enountered were partiular to a given simulation pakage, but others were
more general in nature.
A ommon issue with the simulation pakages used for this researh was that
despite normally reliable behaviour, ertain senarios, topologies, or protool mixes,
would result in early termination or rashing of the software. A ommon issue with
both REAL and NS was for simulations of extended duration with a large number
of soures to beome unstable. It beame evident that ertain high speed topologies
would not run for extended periods without terminating abnormally. This behaviour
was, however, onned to a small number of ases.
Fortunately, we were able to nd stable parameters for more lengthy simulation
runs and used them aordingly. This allowed us to test protools under a variety
of environments, not only short and medium length, low bandwidth senarios.
Conversely, when performing a kernel implementation of our TCP modiations
[49℄, it beame diÆult to suÆiently stress the loal area network (10Mb/s). Our
aim was to fore TCP to timeout and restart its onnetions. However, with suh
a large amount of bandwidth and relatively low latenies, it was neessary to use
lower apaity modem links to examine its behaviour more losely. We were sub-
sequently able to indue onnetion restarts on the LAN implementation through
further kernel enhanements.
This approah was suessful, and we were able to test the funtionality of our
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modiations and to see that they performed aording to our models. Unfortu-
nately, without more extensive equipment and resoures, it was not possible to
exhaustively test them in a high speed LAN environment.
5.2.5 Summary of Simulation Experiments
In the above disussion, we have seen how the funtionality of STTP was proven
using Keshav's REAL simulation pakage and ompared with TCP Vegas using
bulk data ows. We onluded from these tests that the STTP framework was a
viable researh projet, and that the seond stage of performane testing should be
pursued.
An implementation of STTP in NS allowed us to perform more detailed testing
with a wider variety of appliation traÆ types and transport protools. The results
seen in REAL were supported by those from NS and further enhaned with ne-
grained, large-sale simulation experiments. Lengthy simulations whih ompared
STTP, TCP Reno and TCP Vegas highlighted key features of our ongestion avoid-
ane algorithms and start-up model. We saw that a pro-ative ongestion avoidane
model an be highly eetive in minimising paket loss while maintaining the overall
rate of transmission. The result is a transport protool whih yields signiantly
higher goodput than existing Internet layer four implementations.
Key areas K3 and K4, as desribed in hapter 1, outline the aims of our proto-
ol design. The simulation results (providing C3) show that we have developed a
transport layer protool whih performs at least as well as existing TCP implementa-
tions. Experiments 4 and 5 demonstrate STTP's ability to deliver omparable levels
of goodput (within 1% of existing TCPs) but with up to 20% fewer pakets being
transmitted, and up to 10% fewer pakets being dropped in the network. STTP has
been simulated with a key set of traÆ models, with as muh data as possible being
based on live traÆ traes. This methodology gives sound foundation to the results
of hapter 3 (C3).
The above study and disussion of our experimental results onlude thesis on-
tribution C4.
Chapter 6
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6.1 Summary
In this thesis, we have presented our work on the examination, design, modelling,
implementation and simulation of STTP, an alternative transport protool. We
have studied the urrently de fato standard of TCP (K1), and performed pratial
experimentation with the Reno and Vegas TCP variants. We have identied areas
in whih urrent TCP ongestion avoidane algorithms ould be improved (K2) and
produed prototype modiations to TCP Reno (C1 in hapter 3). C2, the design of
a replaement transport protool is presented in hapter 3. This ontribution overs
key area K3. The subsequent simulation of our prototype is presented in hapter 4
and realises ontribution C4.
Our simulation experiments have shown how a pro-ative ongestion avoidane
model may be more appropriate for use with traditional, or bursty, network appli-
ations than urrent de-fato standards suh as TCP Reno or TCP Vegas. Our
solutions, whih utilise paket-pair startup tehniques, pro-ative ongestion avoid-
ane, and token buket ow ontrol, have shown themselves to give performane
omparable with that of urrent TCP variants. However, the number of pak-
ets dropped and retransmitted is signiantly redued using pro-ative ongestion
avoidane mehanisms. Furthermore, the use of token-buket ow ontrol allows
appliations to send bounded bursts of data while maintaining an overall mean rate,
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whih is in aordane with the urrently estimated bottlenek bandwidth.
The impliation of our simulation results for interative network traÆ is to
failitate user-pereived Quality of Servie in addition to making more eÆient use
of available network resoures. A transport protool, whih will deliver data in a
timely manner with a low degree of paket loss, is able to provide the appliation
layer with smooth inter-host ommuniation. From the user's perspetive, the arrival
of information beomes more preditable and the appliation therefore more usable.
If immediately suessful, a simple paket pair probe should allow the appliation
to open a soket and burst data up to the apaity of the bottlenek link. In
ontrast with TCP Reno's Slow Start algorithm, this proess should greatly aid
brief interative sessions, suh as those seen with Web-based servies. Experiment
5 in hapter 4 demonstrates the eetiveness of STTP in this senario.
6.2 Contributions
The framework used in the design of STTP employs proven omponents from a
variety of soures. The problem spae assoiated with existing TCP algorithms
when transporting bursty or short-lived data streams, was broken down into three
key areas (K3).
 Connetion initialisation and startup
 Congestion avoidane and ontrol
 Paket loss and reovery
Eah of these was addressed in turn with the Paket-Pair startup, Token Buket
ow ontrol and Pro-ative ongestion avoidane algorithms. The funtionality test-
ing, exeuted in hapter 3, illustrated the interation of these algorithms and how
this modular design was able to operate in line with existing TCP implementations.
Further testing was then arried out in a more advaned simulation environment
with varied traÆ types and ongestion senarios. Throughout these experiments,
the advantages of the STTP framework was onsistent with our projeted model.
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The resulting experimental protool exhibits paket goodput omparable with
existing TCP implementations, transporting a variety of traÆ types. Its fundamen-
tal advantages are that signiantly fewer pakets are transmitted and dropped due
to the improved protool framework. The available bottlenek bandwidth is probed
and disovered in a single round-trip, and ative data transmission ommenes at an
appropriate rate. Congestion is then sensed pro-atively, whih helps avoid network
ongestion, minimise router queues, and relieve paket loss and retransmission.
The main ontributions of this work are therefore:
[K1℄ the survey of existing protool researh in order to identify key problem areas
[K2℄ the evaluation of TCP modiations as a potential solution
[K3℄ the design and simulation of an experimental protool, whih deploys proven
tehniques in bandwidth disovery, ow ontrol, and ongestion avoidane
1. Connetion initialisation and startup
2. Congestion avoidane and ontrol
3. Paket loss and reovery
[K4℄ evaluation of the experimental protool against existing TCP implementations
with a variety of network traÆ models
Original ontribution was made through modiations to the existing TCP Reno
implementation (referred to as C1) and with an experimental protool (C2), whih
has been designed speially to address the issues mentioned above. C1 is addressed
in setion 3.1, and C2 throughout hapter 3. Simulation of the resulting protool is
arried out in hapter 4 (C3). Further detailed analysis of our protool simulations
an be found in hapter 5 (C4).
6.3 Future Work
The results reported here open up several further avenues for investigation. The
tehniques employed by TCP Vegas and other pro-ative transport protools often
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employ hard-oded (or set) variables for RTT or throughput measurements. Given
the highly dynami nature of network traÆ, and the rapid evolution of physial
layer tehnologies, we feel that an ative approah to ongestion avoidane is needed.
In order to provide a solution whih will sale with future developments, indiations
from our experiments suggest that a self-modifying approah may be required in
order to yield optimal performane.
If the delta of  and  is small around 1.0, then STTP beomes highly responsive
to utuations in RTT. Conversely, as  dereases and  inreases, a more stable
yet stubborn behaviour is produed. It would be our intention that the protool be
able to modify these parameters in run-time aording to a given set of heuristis.
For example, should a stream's transmission rate being to utuate rapidly, then
the delta may be inreased in order to stabilise the urrent onnetion. Alterna-
tively, if a onnetion senses that it is beoming "squashed" by ompeting traÆ,
it may beome more aggressive in order to sustain the urrent level of QoS for an
appliation. Suh responses are likely to signiantly benet user-pereived QoS.
It has also beome apparent during the ourse of this work, that the rigid sep-
aration between traditional OSI layers may not provide the most eÆient means of
ommuniation between Internet hosts. The advent of ATM has shown how dupli-
ation of eort at dierent layers in the stak an produe oniting results. There
is, however, ongoing researh whih suggests that ommuniation between ATM's
ongestion avoidane algorithms and TCP will resolve suh issues [15℄.
The suggestion that open, diret ommuniation between layers should take plae
is learly ludirous, as this may well lead to haoti behaviour due to oniting
information. While the network layer may believe there to be available bandwidth
on a onnetion, the appliation may wish to redue transmission rates for QoS
management.
The solution ultimately falls to kernel design and the provision of an appropriate
API for appliation and hardware driver developers. If a shared area of memory were
alloated for the presentation and retrieval of QoS and network information, the
various layers ould obtain the data required in order to govern their transmission
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rates and oered QoS. Similarly, they ould display their own variable data in order
to inform other layers of their performane and measurements.
Expliit ommuniation has been show to be eetive in work onduted by
Floyd [18℄ and we believe that suh a framework, if implemented on a loal host,
ould be used to great eet both for urrent onnetions and in the initialisation
of new streams.
In order to deliver end-to-end QoS for interative network appliations, it is
beoming inreasingly apparent that more expliit ommuniation must take plae
between protool layers, and aross network omponents. The o-ordinated delivery
of interative data requires that there not be onit or disagreement on network
state in the protool stak. Only with a ommon interfae, set of agreed ommuni-
ation paths, and organised information ow, an this be ahieved.
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Table 1: Table of Results for Experiment 2
Num Soures Protool bytes tx bytes drop
10 Reno 226345000 1264000
10 Vegas 225025000 0
10 STTP 225064800 0
20 Reno 230285000 5190000
20 Vegas 225370000 283000
20 STTP 225520600 435000
30 Reno 234791000 9696000
30 Vegas 230131000 5043000
30 STTP 225997400 904080
40 Reno 239531000 14436000
40 Vegas 236000000 10911000
40 STTP 226253200 1161160
50 Reno 241044000 15954000
50 Vegas 241185000 16096000
50 STTP 227099000 2005120
60 Reno 243972000 18880000
60 Vegas 244975000 19888000
60 STTP 226860800 1767680
70 Reno 247247000 22165000
70 Vegas 248030000 22948000
70 STTP 227146600 2054360
80 Reno 250221000 25126000
80 Vegas 250684000 25595000
80 STTP 227614400 2518360
90 Reno 253429000 28334000
90 Vegas 253156000 28079000
90 STTP 227507200 2412560
100 Reno 255582000 30487000
100 Vegas 255914000 30825000
100 STTP 227681000 2585840
110 Reno 257234000 32142000
110 Vegas 258223000 33135000
110 STTP 227537800 2442600
120 Reno 258980000 33890000
120 Vegas 259093000 34004000
120 STTP 227872600 2777280
130 Reno 261137000 36042000
130 Vegas 262281000 37192000
130 STTP 228831400 3737800
140 Reno 262140000 37046000
140 Vegas 262223000 37138000
140 STTP 228737200 3641840
150 Reno 262968000 37873000
150 Vegas 264653000 39564000
150 STTP 228412000 3315920
160 Reno 264286000 39195000
160 Vegas 266033000 40946000
160 STTP 229956800 4861520
170 Reno 264828000 39733000
170 Vegas 267471000 42382000
170 STTP 229206600 4111640
180 Reno 265320000 40225000
180 Vegas 268390000 43302000
180 STTP 229552400 4456400
190 Reno 265871000 40776000
190 Vegas 269193000 44105000
190 STTP 228915200 3819680
200 Reno 265593000 40501000
200 Vegas 268748000 43660000
200 STTP 229738000 4641920
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Table 2: Table of Results for Experiment 4
Num Soures Protool bytes tx bytes drop
10 Reno 57884000 1608000
10 Vegas 56302000 3000
10 STTP 56895800 598000
20 Reno 60352000 4063000
20 Vegas 58348000 2044000
20 STTP 56770600 469000
30 Reno 61939000 5642000
30 Vegas 61468000 5165000
30 STTP 56989400 688000
40 Reno 63661000 7356000
40 Vegas 63087000 6785000
40 STTP 57251200 949120
50 Reno 65407000 9102000
50 Vegas 64992000 8687000
50 STTP 57503000 1200040
60 Reno 67252000 10962000
60 Vegas 66076000 9772000
60 STTP 57719800 1416160
70 Reno 68611000 12306000
70 Vegas 67666000 11363000
70 STTP 57931600 1629160
80 Reno 69429000 13128000
80 Vegas 68590000 12287000
80 STTP 58255400 1952040
90 Reno 70152000 13855000
90 Vegas 69982000 13680000
90 STTP 58596200 2291000
100 Reno 70927000 14623000
100 Vegas 70463000 14159000
100 STTP 58798000 2494040
